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ABSTRACT 

 Myotome boundary maturation occurs in zebrafish embryos between 24 and 

48 hours post fertilization, and is fundamentally similar to the maturation of the 

myotendinous junction (MTJ) in tetrapods. During this process extracellular matrix is 

remodelled both mechanically and biochemically, changing shape and composition 

from being a rectangular fibronectin-dominated structure to a chevron-shaped 

laminin-dominated structure. Suggestively, both matrix metalloproteinase 11 alpha 

and beta (Mmp11α + β), as well as tissue inhibitor of matrix metalloproteinases 4 

(Timp4) accumulate at the myotome boundary during this process. The MMPs are 

zinc-dependent proteinases responsible for much of the matrix remodelling that takes 

places during development, as well as during physiological and pathological 

processes like wound healing and tumour metastasis. MMP activity is regulated 

largely post-translationally, with TIMPs playing central roles both in the inhibition of 

MMP activity, and in coordinating the proteolytic activation of proMMPs. To 

understand better how MMP activity is regulated during maturation of MTJs, I have 

investigated if, when, where and how the various zebrafish paralogues of Mmp11 and 

Timp4 interact at the MTJ during this process. Proximity ligation assays demonstrate 

that Mmp11α and β interact with Timp4, and that Mmp11β interacts with fibronectin, 

but neither MMP appears to interact with laminin during the maturation of the 

myotome boundary. Depending on the domains interacting, the MMP-TIMP complex 

can either be inhibitory or modulatory. Using yeast two hybrid assays, I show that the 

interactions between Timp4β and both Mmp11 paralogues are likely of the 

modulatory type, but that Timp4α likely acts to inhibit Mmp11β. Taken together, I 

conclude that Mmp11 and Timp4 paralogues are important effectors of matrix 

remodelling at the MTJ, and that functional specialization of these paralogues has 

likely occurred. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 

1.1 Skeletal Muscle Development 

 Skeletal muscle development is conserved across vertebrates. In humans 

skeletal muscle accounts for a large proportion of adult weight (~40%), total body 

protein content (50-75%) and plays essential roles in locomotion, as well as 

metabolism (e.g. amino acid storage) (Frontera and Ochala, 2015). In adults, most 

skeletal muscle is composed of multinucleated cells, hierarchically bundled into 

fibres called fascicles, which are bundled together to comprise the muscle (Fig. 1.1). 

Of course, skeletal muscle also contains nerves, blood vessels, and connective tissue 

as well as contractile tissue needed for muscle function.    

 Proper skeletal muscle function requires transmitting force through the 

connective tissue, ligaments, tendons and bones. The complex structure of skeletal 

muscle and the associated connective tissue enables this function. This structure is 

established during embryonic development and must then be maintained throughout 

adulthood (Frontera and Ochala, 2015). A critical portion of the skeletal muscle 

structure is the extracellular matrix (ECM), a structurally and biochemically complex 

network of proteins, proteoglycans and glycosaminoglycans, continuously secreted 

and remodelled by all living tissue (Bonnans et al., 2014). Skeletal muscle ECM 

plays critical roles in bearing passive muscle load, including muscle stiffness, 

determining range of motion (Gillies and Lieber, 2011), and transmitting force 

between muscles and skeletal elements (Charvet et al., 2011). This ECM is 

maintained by a delicate balance of protein synthesis and protein degradation and, 

when this balance is disrupted, a host of muscular dystrophies result (Basset and 

Currie, 2003). 

1.2 The zebrafish MTJ is homologous to the mammalian MTJ 

 The myotendinous junction (MTJ) is a specialized connective tissue 

responsible for force transmission, located at the muscle-tendon interface (Fig. 1.0) 



(Charvet et al., 2012). The myotome boundaries of zebrafish are homologous to the 

mammalian MTJs, as they transmit force during swimming (Gemballa and Vogel, 

2002), transmit both compressive and tensile loads (Summers and Koob, 2002), and 

because they are comprised of molecules homologous to those that make up the 

mammalian MTJ (Snow and Henry, 2009). 

 Structurally, the MTJ interface consists of specialized skeletal muscle cell 

membrane, the sarcolemma, which is often folded into finger-like extensions into the 

junction. These extensions increase surface area to spread force from the muscle to be 

transmitted to the tendon, across many adhesive junctions between the cells and the 

ECM (Charvet et al., 2011). These complexes link actin filaments from the Z-line 

(Fig. 1.1) to the extracellular matrix of the MTJ. The actin filaments are bundled 

together by actin-binding proteins and the bundles are then bound to the sarcolemma. 

Collagen fibres anchor these cellular projections to the tendon (Gillies and Lieber, 

2011) and interestingly the size of these projections can change due to exercise 

(Kojima et al., 2008) and aging (Ciena et al., 2010).  

 Two transmembrane systems are involved in linking the actin cytoskeleton to 

the MTJ (Charvet et al., 2011). The dystrophin-associated glycoprotein complex 

(DGC), which is well described in zebrafish (Guyon et al., 2003), links the muscle 

cytoskeleton to dystroglycans in the MTJ. As their names suggest, mutations in genes 

encoding components of these complexes give rise to many of the well-characterized 

muscular dystrophies in humans (McNally and Pytel, 2007), making studying their 

pathology in model organisms of significant biomedical interest (Goody et al., 2016). 

The second major molecular linkage between the cytoskeleton of the muscle cells and 

the ECM of the MTJ is the well-characterized integrin/focal adhesion system, which 

provides muscle cells with specific attachments to fibronectin, laminin and collagens 

(Charvet et al., 2011). 
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Figure 1.0 Skeletal muscle development of zebrafish myotomes, which are 
homologous to the mammalian myotendinous junction. 
Simplified cartoon of zebrafish skeletal muscle development from somite to mature 
myotome, showing the structure of a zebrafish myotendinous junction. (From Goody 
et al., 2016) 

 

Figure 1.1 Skeletal muscle structure consists of three layers of bundling, giving 
skeletal muscle its characteristic functions.  
Simplified cartoon of skeletal muscle showing how muscle is made up of many 
fascicles, which consist of bundles of muscle fibres, which consist of bundles of 
myofibrils. (From Sherwood, 2010).  
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1.3 MTJ Development in Zebrafish 

  Zebrafish embryos make 30-32 somites, which are paired blocks of 

mesodermal cells that give rise to most of the skeleton and skeletal muscle (Maroto et 

al., 2012). These somite segments form in pairs on either side on the notochord 

starting about eleven hours after fertilization (Schröter et al., 2008). Somites form 

sequentially, as pairs of somite-sized populations of cells in the anterior pre-somitic 

mesoderm (PSM) and become specified by a ‘clock-and-wavefront’ mechanism 

(Cooke, 1976; Oates et al., 2012). The ‘clock’ portion of this mechanism consists of a 

molecular oscillator. Biochemically the clock consists of the auto-inhibitory Hairy-

related transcription factors Her1 and Her7, which turn off their own expression as 

their gene products accumulate (Gibb et al., 2010). Her1 is responsible for formation 

of the anterior somites, while her7 is responsible for the posterior somites (Henry et 

al., 2002). This oscillator is kept active by FGF and Wnt signalling emanating from 

the posterior PSM, which promotes her1/her7 expression (Lewis et al., 2009). This 

oscillator is synchronized between neighbouring PSM cells by Notch signalling via 

DeltaC (Giudicelli et al., 2007). Wnt and FGF signalling keeps the cells of the PSM 

proliferating, activates the oscillator, and prevents somite differentiation in the PSM.  

As the cells in the PSM continue to proliferate, the source of Wnt and FGF signals is 

pushed posteriorly, leaving behind a population of cells that are too far away to 

receive this signal. This loss of Wnt/FGF signalling is the 'wavefront.' When PSM 

cells stop receiving this signal, they stop proliferating, and begin differentiating into a 

somite. The size of this somite is therefore determined by the amount the PSM grew 

during one cycle of the Her1/7 oscillator (Oates et al., 2012). The PSM cells are in 

various phases of the oscillation cycle as the wavefront sweeps over them, so they 

will form different portions of the somite (Giudicelli et al., 2007). 

 Each somite being formed establishes an anterior-posterior polarity, so that 

each somite essentially has two halves (Hughes et al., 2009). This is manifested in 

cadherin stability, which forms a sawtooth pattern along the posterior to anterior axis 
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of the somite (McMillen et al., 2016). Cadherins are found throughout the membranes 

of somite cells (Crawford et al., 2003), but their stability in the posterior half of the 

somite, and their interaction with integrin α5, results in boundary formation at the 

interface between the posterior margin of one somite, and the anterior margin of the 

PSM (McMillen et al., 2016). As these boundaries are forming, integrin α5 is 

activated by Rap1b (Lackner et al., 2012) and clustering is initiated by Eph/Ephrin 

(Jülich et al., 2009). This allows fibronectin accumulation and matrix assembly 

(Koshida et al., 2005) and keeps fibronectin restricted to the somite boundary. 

Fibronectin is needed to help maintain somite structure (Rifes et al., 2007) and later 

for normal muscle development, by allowing fast twitch fibres to attach to the MTJ 

(Snow et al., 2008). As matrix is assembled, components of focal adhesions, like 

paxillin and focal adhesion kinase (Fak) become phosphorylated, indicating active 

integrin signalling at these nascent boundaries (Crawford et al., 2003).  

After somitogenesis is completed, slow twitch muscle precursors, derived 

from ‘adaxial cells’ which form from the somitic mesoderm adjacent to the 

notochord, change shape, elongate through the length of the somite and move radially 

past the presumptive fast twitch muscle cells. At this point the fast twitch cells also 

begin to elongate (Devoto et al., 1996; Stickney et al., 2000; Cortés et al., 2003), with 

both cell types attaching to the fibronectin-rich somite boundaries. During this phase 

of development, the somites are completely separated by a specialized ECM 

boundary that will become the MTJ (Charvet et al., 2011). Immunostaining and 3D 

microscopy show, that during fast twitch muscle elongation, fibronectin at the MTJ is 

degraded and replaced by laminin, except at the end-plates of slow twitch muscle 

fibres where fibronectin becomes concentrated (Snow and Henry, 2009). Laminin-111 

(also known as Laminin-1, consisting of an α1, β1, γ1 heterotrimer), along with the 

laminin-binding β-dystroglycan complex, is up-regulated (Snow and Henry, 2009) 

and begins to localize in the MTJ adjacent to fast twitch muscle domains. 

Laminin-111 in basement membranes is gradually replaced by laminin-211, around 

2-3 day post fertilization (dpf) (Hall et al., 2007). Integrin α6 (Itga6) partners with 
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integrin β1, to form another laminin receptor that is needed for early muscle 

formation. Other minor roles are played by intgrin α7 (Itga7) and dystroglycan-1 

(Dag1) (Goody, 2012). Laminin polymerization acts as a checkpoint for fibronectin 

degradation, as fibronectin degradation does not occur in laminin β1 mutants 

(Jenkins, 2011). Laminin localization at the MTJ also regulates matrix 

metalloproteinase-11 (Mmp11). Immunoblots of homogenates made from laminin γ1 

mutants have less Mmp11 and more fibronectin, and immunostains of these mutants 

show disrupted Mmp11 localization (Jenkins et al., 2016). Moreover, morpholino 

knock-down of Mmp11 results in the persistence of fibronectin at the MTJ, and over 

expression of Mmp11 results in its accelerated clearance (Jenkins et al., 2016). Thus, 

Mmp11 is both necessary and sufficient to trigger the removal of fibronectin from the 

MTJ, and this activity appears to be regulated by the accumulation of laminin 

(Jenkins et al., 2016). 

  These chevon shaped somite boundaries are now called myotome boundaries 

or MTJs and separate functionally contractile myotomes. Like the process of 

somitogenesis, the maturation of somite boundaries into myotome boundaries (and of 

the myotomes themselves) also takes place in an anterior to posterior progression, so 

anterior myotomes are formed and functional before the posterior somites have even 

emerged from the PSM. 

 This process of somitogenesis is crucial for successful downstream body 

patterning and development, including the formation of blood vessels, motor neurons, 

skeletal muscles and vertebrae (Christ and Ordahl, 1995; Gossler and Hrabe de 

Angelis, 1998). This process involves dynamic changes in tissue architecture, 

particularly in the ECM of the MTJs, making it an ideal context in which to 

investigate the regulation of ECM remodelling during development. 

1.4 Extracellular Matrix  

 The extracellular matrix consists of all proteins normally found extracellularly 

(Brown, 2011) and makes up a dynamic network that is profoundly important to the 
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successful development of an organism (DeSimone and Mecham, 2013), including 

zebrafish (Jessen, 2015). The ECM gives tissues and organs structure and stability, 

acts as a scaffold for cell adhesion and migration, allows cells to exert mechanical 

force, modulates accessibility of ligands, and has downstream effects on cell survival, 

fate determination and proliferation (Ortega and Werb, 2002; Hynes, 2009; Rozario 

and DeSimone, 2010; Czirok et al., 2013). The evolution of the ECM set the stage for 

the evolution of multicellular organisms, and is the foundation on which the evolution 

of larger, more complex species with specialized tissues and organs have emerged 

(Ozbek et al., 2010).  

 The ECM consists of a variety of different proteins that contributes to its 

specialized functions (Frantz et al., 2010) and facilitates many aspects of 

multicellular life. Although the ECM has numerous roles, in this thesis I will focus on 

its functions associated with skeletal muscle. There are two proteins that I have 

introduced above, that are of particular importance in regard to the MTJ development, 

fibronectin and laminin.  

 Fibronectin is a homodimer, each subunit of which folds into an arm (Hynes, 

1985). Multiple isoforms of fibronectin exist, with 20 isoforms in humans resulting 

from alternative splicing of the single fibronectin gene (Singh et al., 2010). 

Fibronectin can exist in both a soluble and insoluble conformation, the later being 

found mostly in embryos and tissues undergoing healing and regeneration 

(Schwarzbauer and Sechler, 1999). Fibronectin is critical in the ECM for forming 

connections with cells by binding to cell surface receptors (notably integrins), 

proteoglycans, collagens and other fibronectin molecules (Schwarzbauer and 

DeSimone, 2011). The zebrafish genome encodes two paralogues of fibronectin, 

fibronectin1 and fibronectin1b, (Zhao et al., 2001; Sun et al., 2005), with 

fibronectin1b being important in somitogenesis and muscle development (Jülich et 

al., 2005; Koshida et al., 2005; Snow et al., 2008). A total of six isoforms are known 

to be produced from these two genes, four from fn1b and two from fn1a (Sun et al., 

2005). Fibronectin is crucial in the formation of somites, and therefore of skeletal 
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muscle. This is evident in both mouse embryos lacking fibronectin which fail to 

undergo segmentation (Georges-Labouesse et al., 1996) and in disruptions of 

somitogenesis observed in fish (Jülich et al., 2005; Koshida et al., 2005; Trinh and 

Stainier, 2004) and bird embryos (Martins et al., 2009; Rifes et al., 2007) in which 

fibronectin expression has been perturbed. 

 Another critical protein found in the ECM of skeletal muscle is laminin. 

Laminins are large glycoproteins that are made up of three subunits, alpha, beta and 

gamma, that assemble into a cruciform structure that assembles into sheets to which 

cells adhere via at least three different transmembrane complexes: the well-

characterized DGCs and focal adhesion complexes discussed above, as well as less 

well-characterized 67 kD 'YIGSR-binding' laminin receptors (DiGiacomo & Meruelo, 

2015). The three laminin subunits are encoded by gene families, so different 

combinations of these subunits form various laminin heterotrimers with distinct 

structures and functions. Laminin is most commonly found in the basement 

membranes, which are sheets of ECM found underlying epithelia (Durbeej, 2010). In 

humans, mutations in laminins contribute to multiple pathologies, including muscular 

dystrophy and cardiomyopathy (Mostacciuolo et al., 1996; Knöll et al., 2007). 

Zebrafish have ten laminin orthologs, all with varying expression patterns. A few are 

expressed throughout muscle development, while others are expressed only during 

specific stages of muscle development (Sztal et al., 2011), suggestive of specific 

developmental functions. In adults, laminin is critical in the basement membrane of 

skeletal muscle (Jacoby et al., 2009), which surrounds myofibrils and allows the 

sarcolemma to withstand contraction stress (Sanes, 2003). 

 In addition to fibronectin and laminin, a large portion of the ECM, and of 

skeletal muscle in particular, is composed of proteoglycans, and collagens. (Gillies 

and Lieber, 2011; Mundell and Jesson, 2013). Proteoglycans (PGs) consist of a 

protein core linked covalently to glycosaminoglycan chains, which are commonly 

sulfated (Mundell and Jesson, 2013). The sulfated forms are known for their ability to 

sequester inhibitors, growth-factors and proteases (Iozzo, 1998; Yu and Woessner, 
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2000). For example, heparan sulfate proteoglycans are able to regulate the diffusion 

and presentation of morphogens and other signalling molecules (e.g. chemokines), 

allowing them to modulate the distribution of ligands during development (Fuerer et 

al., 2010). Another major component of skeletal muscle ECM are the various 

different types of collagen (Gillies and Lieber, 2011), which make up 30% of proteins 

found in mammals (Richard-Blum, 2011). In general collagens are multi-domain 

proteins composed up of three α chains that provide structure and cohesiveness to 

tissues and organs (Rozario and DeSimone, 2010). Collagens are largely split into 

fibrillar and non-fibrillar types, but can also form sheets (Rozario and DeSimone, 

2010), 3D networks, and some are even transmembranous (Gordon and Hahn, 2010). 

Certain types of collagens, IV, XV, and XVIII for example, are major constituents of 

basement membranes, and their degradation has consequences on processes such as 

cell migration, survival, proliferation and apoptosis (Ortega and Werb, 2002). The 

zebrafish genome encodes 22 types of collagen (Mundell and Jesson, 2013) and the 

expression of collagens in zebrafish correlates well with mammalian expression 

patterns. For example collagen1a1a and collagen4a5 are both expressed in the 

somitic mesoderm in both fish and mammals (Thisse et al., 2001). As discussed 

above, integrins form essential attachments between cells and the ECM, acting as 

receptors for fibronectin, laminin, collagen and other ECM molecules, and thereby 

mediating interactions between cells and the ECM (Barczyk et al., 2010). Integrins 

are transmembrane complexes made of α and β subunits that are able to assemble into 

many different heterodimers with distinct binding specificities (Danen and 

Sonnenberg, 2003; Barczyk et al., 2010). Zebrafish have 17 integrin and integrin-like 

genes (Mundell and Jesson, 2013). Consistent with the importance of fibronectin in 

somite formation, integrin α5, a component of the fibronectin receptor complex, is 

expressed particularly abundantly during somitogenesis (Thisse et al., 2001; Thisse et 

al., 2004; Jülich et al., 2005), and Xenopus embryos developing without integrin α5 

exhibit severe disruptions in somite formation (Kragtorp and Miller, 2007).  
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  The extracellular matrix is critical for the successful development of an 

organism as it is necessary for cell adhesion, differentiation, cell migration, and 

proliferation. However, throughout development and adult life this matrix is 

continuously broken down and remodelled. This matrix remodelling is effected 

predominantly by matrix metalloproteinases.  

1.5 Matrix Metalloproteinases (MMPs) 

 A balance between ECM synthesis and degradation is necessary for the 

formation of myotomes, and this balance remains essential throughout life as many 

physiological processes involve matrix turnover (Gillies and Lieber, 2011). The 

primary effectors of ECM turnover are matrix metalloproteinases (Nagase et al., 

2006). In addition to matrix proteins, MMPs degrade non-ECM molecules, such as 

ligands, receptors (Mundell and Jesson, 2013) and cell-cell adhesions molecules such 

as cadherins (Zuo et al., 2011). MMP-mediated degradation of the ECM may also 

release bioactive fragments called matricyptins, which act as signalling molecules, 

anti-bacterial agents, enzyme inhibitors and regulate various physiological processes 

(Ricard-Blum and Vallet, 2015). Finally, despite being viewed as secreted and/or 

membrane-bound proteases, intracellular targets of MMPs are becoming increasingly 

recognized as having important physiological and pathological roles (Schulz, 2007; 

Rodríguez et al., 2010; Drag and Salvesen, 2014). 

 MMPs were initially identified by observing their proteolytic activity on 

collagen fibres during tadpole tail metamorphosis (Gross and Lapiere, 1962). Since 

this discovery, 23 MMPs have been identified in humans (Mundell and Jessen, 2013) 

and related sequences are found in all domains of life (Gomis-Ruth, 2009). Orthologs 

are being studied in organisms such as cnidarians (Shimizu et al., 2002), nematodes 

(Altincicek et al., 2010), Drosophila (Page-McCaw, 2007), sea urchins (Ribeiro et al., 

2012), lancelets (Zhang et al., 2012), mice (Vu and Werb, 2000), Xenopus (Harrison 

et al., 2004), and various fish (Kim et al., 2006), including zebrafish (Wyatt et al., 

2009).  
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 Although the zebrafish genome encodes 25 MMPs - comparable to the 23 

found in humans - they do not have the sequence diversity of MMPs found in humans 

(Wyatt et al., 2009). As is the case with most other gene families, a number of MMPs 

(Table 1.1) found in zebrafish are present as duplicate paralogues, leading to zebrafish 

encoding multiple copies of several MMPs while lacking orthologues of several 

others present in tetrapods (Wyatt et al., 2009). 

Table 1.1 Summary of abundance and type of matrix metalloproteinases found 
in humans, mice and zebrafish, showing the that abundance doesn’t correlate 
with variance in MMP types. Adapted from Jackson et al., 2010 and Wyatt et al., 
2009.

  

 MMPs are divided into six categories based on their substrate specificity and 

structure: collagenases, gelatinases, matrilysins, stromelysins, membrane-type (MT-

MMPs), and “other” (Nagase et al., 2006). Although there are structural variations 

(Fig. 1.2), MMPs generally consist of an N-terminal ~20 residue signal sequence 

followed by an ~ 80 residue propeptide. This propeptide is followed by a ~160 amino 

acid catalytic domain, which contains an 'HEXXHXXGXXH' zinc-binding 

"metzincin" motif common to metalloproteinases. Carboxyl to the catalytic domain 

there is a short disordered ‘linker’ or ‘hinge’ sequence followed by a hemopexin-like 

domain, which consists of a four-bladed beta-propeller (Nagase and Woessner., 1999; 

Gomis-Ruth, 2009). The hemopexin-like domain is thought to impart additional  

MMP Type/ Species Humans Mouse Zebrafish 

Collagenases 3 4 3

Gelatinases 2 2 2

Matrilysins 2 2 0

Stromelysins 3 3 3

Membrane Type 6 6 9

Other 8 8 8

Total 23 24 25
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Figure 1.2 MMPs have characteristic domain structures. 
Simplified domain structures of MMPs, showing the similarities and differences in 
the the various MMPs. Following corresponds: signal sequence (SS), propeptide 
(Pro), catalytic domain (Cat), zinc binding site (Zn), hemopexin domain (hemo), 
fibronectin repeats (Fn), furin activation sites (Fu), hemopexin domain (Hemo), 
transmemerbrane domain (TM), cytoplasmic tail (Cy) and 
glycosylphosphtidylionositol anchor (GPI). Modified from (Egeblad and Werb, 2002) 
and (Jaoude and Koh, 2016).  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substrate specificity (Stamenkovic et al., 2003) and interacts with endogenous 

inhibitors (Bigg et al., 1997).   

 MMPs are regulated at many different levels including, but probably not 

limited to, transcription (including alternately spliced variants), transcriptional 

stability (mediated by miRNA), regulated sequestration/secretion, proteolytic removal 

of the auto-inhibitory pro-peptide, inhibition by binding of endogenous inhibitors, 

phosphorylation, and degradation (Fanjul-Fernandez, 2010; Keow and Crawford, 

2012). At the transcriptional level, many MMPs are expressed at low levels in various 

adult tissues, so it is likely the balance between activation and inhibition of the 

enzyme itself is critical in regulating MMP activity (Stamenkovic et al., 2003; 

Crawford and Pilgrim, 2005; Keow et al., 2011). All MMPs are synthesized in an 

inactive form, also known as a proMMP or ‘zymogen’. ProMMPs are maintained in 

an inactive state by a conserved cysteine (in the propeptide) — the “cysteine 

switch” (PRCGXPD) — in which the sulfhydryl group chelates the catalytic zinc ion. 

The zinc ion is co-ordinated by the three imidazole moieties presented by the zinc-

binding motif, HEXGHXXGXXH, in the catalytic domain (Stamenkovic, 2003). 

ProMMPs are generally activated when the propeptide is cleaved off by other 

proteinases (often other MMPs) allowing a water molecule to access the zinc ion. The 

activation of a water molecule by the catalytic zinc ion allows proteolysis of 

substrates by the activated enzyme (Nagase et al., 2006). When an active MMP binds 

a substrate the zinc abstracts a proton from water, which is temporally buffered by the 

carboxyl group of the glutamic acid side chain, and the resulting hydroxide ion makes 

a nucleophilic attack on the carbonyl carbon of the scissile peptide bond, resulting in 

peptide cleavage (Skiles et al., 2001). Propeptide removal is therefore an irreversible 

step in the regulation of MMP activity, and this generally occurs after the proMMP 

has been secreted from the cell. However, some MMPs are secreted extracellularly in 

an active form as the result of intracellular processing by pro-protein convertases. For 

example, MMP-11, has strong paired basic pro-protein convertase recognition 

sequence (RX(K/R)R) at the C-terminal end of the propeptide and is therefore 
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probably activated intracellularly by furin (Pei and Weiss, 1995).  Furthermore, 

MMPs can be activated without removal of the propeptide by post-translational 

modification of the cysteine switch (Viappiani et al., 2009)1.6 Tissue inhibitors of 

metalloproteinases (TIMPs)  

1.6 Tissue Inhibitors of Metalloproteinases (TIMPs) 

 Post-translational MMP activation mechanisms are balanced by post-

translational inhibition in order to maintain the appropriate level of activity. TIMPs 

are endogenous broad-spectrum inhibitors of MMPs (Brew and Nagase, 2010), and 

are likely among the most important regulators of MMP activity in vivo (Crawford 

and Pilgrim, 2005). TIMPs function as competitive inhibitors of MMPs by forming 

1:1 complexes with MMP catalytic domains, preventing proteolytic activity 

(Birkedal-Hansen et al., 1993). TIMPs are needed to ensure MMP activity is 

regulated during tissue remodelling; without this balance a number of abnormal ECM 

remodelling pathologies including arthritis (Cawston and Wilson, 2006), muscular 

dystrophy (Li et al., 2009) cancer, chronic ulcers, atherosclerosis, and heart failure 

result (Nagase et al., 2006). TIMPs also have functions that are independent of 

MMPs, including acting as signalling molecules during nerve cell differentiation 

(Moore and Crocker, 2012), inhibiting angiogenesis (Seo et al., 2003) and inhibiting 

growth factors in the tumour microenvironment (Stetler-Stevenson, 2008).   

  Relatively small, TIMPs have N and C domains that each have three 

disulphide bonds providing structure (Williamson et al., 1990). Each domain has 

independent functions (Brew and Nagase, 2010), but both are able to bind to MMPs 

(Bigg et al., 1997; Brew and Nagase, 2010). The N-terminal domain is highly 

conserved between TIMPs and forms a wedge-like shape that binds the catalytic site 

of active MMPs (Nagase et al., 2006). On the other hand the C-terminal domain is 

thought to interact with the hemopexin-like domain of the MMP, as witnessed during 

activation of gelatinase-A (MMP-2). During MMP-2 activation, proMMP-2 and 

TIMP-2 interact with two points of contact, at the hemopexin domain of proMMP-2 
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with both the C-terminal domain of  TIMP-2 and the GH-loop of TIMP-2 

(Morgunova et al., 2002). This complex interacts with two molecules of MMP-14 on 

the cell-surface, which results in the removal of the propeptide (Nishida et al., 2008).  

 Since their initial discovery, TIMPs have been found throughout the animal 

kingdom. Four TIMPs are identified in mammals, named TIMP-1 through TIMP-4 

(Brew and Nagase, 2010). Consistent with the expected overlapping functions of 

these MMP modulators, TIMP knockouts in mice show fairly subtle developmental 

and physiological abnormalities, such as impaired learning (Jourquin et al., 2005), 

motor dysfunction (Jaworski et al., 2006), accelerated mammary gland apoptosis 

(Fata et al., 2001), lost of cardiac function during aging (Koskivirta et al., 2006), and 

altered p53, p38 and Notch signalling (Defamie et al., 2015). Combined knockouts 

are generally embryonic lethal, but surprisingly quadruple knockout "TIMPless" mice 

sometimes survive to birth (Rama Khokha, personal communication). Zebrafish have 

five TIMPs, Timp2α, Timp2β, Timp3, Timp4α and Timp4β (Wyatt et al., 2009) and, 

like a few other vertebrates such as chickens (Brew and Nagase, 2010), lack 

orthologues for TIMP-1.   

 The study of extracellular matrix and its remodelling by MMPs has been 

conducted using a wide variety of model organisms, but to look at the unique 

structure of the skeletal muscle we need to use a vertebrate model. Research using 

frogs, chickens and mice has been very productive, but these model organisms have 

their limitations, such as slow development, opaque tissues, adults that are expensive 

to maintain, or embryos that are difficult to access (e.g. internal development). The 

zebrafish as a model organism eliminates all of these problems, and provides many 

other advantages as well. 

1.7 Zebrafish as a model organism  

 Zebrafish in general are good models for investigating human pathologies and 

are regularly used as model organisms for human diseases such as heart, muscle and 

hematological disorders (Santoriello and Zon, 2012). They share close to 100% of 
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functional protein domains with human orthologues, so drug trials targeting specific 

enzymes or signalling pathways in zebrafish usually have similar effects in 

mammalian systems (Langheinrich, 2003). For studying development, zebrafish in 

particular are a fantastic model organism. As a smaller fish, two to three centimetres 

in size, large numbers of adults can be contained in one facility making the 

maintenance of many different strains feasible. They produce many offspring — >200 

eggs a week by each female — and fertilization is external, making collection of 

embryos relatively easy. These embryos are very useful for studying development as 

they lack pigment during embryogenesis making internal visualization straight 

forward. Although they may not be as convenient as working with an insect model, 

because they are vertebrates they are more evolutionarily similar to humans, making 

more findings medically applicable. While they are less evolutionarily similar to 

humans than mice, mouse embryos lack the optical clarity, do not develop externally 

or as rapidly, and have a much greater upkeep costs. Furthermore, with respect to the 

study of muscle development, zebrafish are also very comparable to humans (Squire 

et al., 2008; Berger, 2012). 

1.8 Zebrafish genome duplication  

 When working with zebrafish as a model organism it is essential to consider 

their genome. Like other model organisms, many transgenic and mutant lines of 

zebrafish are readily available, and the genome is fully sequenced. One of the notable 

features of this well-annotated genome is the number of duplicated genes. Zebrafish 

share a common ancestor with 22,000 other species of ray-finned fish 

(Actinopterygii), and this ancestor underwent a whole genome duplication 

approximately 300 million years ago (Taylor et al., 2008). This duplicated genome 

may be the reason that the teleost lineage of fish have become the most speciose 

group of vertebrates, as this large amount of new genetic material provides ample 

opportunities for the evolution of novel characteristics (Van de Peer et al.,  2001), 
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although similar whole genome duplication is also evident in yeast (Wolfe, 2015) and 

Arabidopsis  (Vison et al., 2000).  

 Acquisition of new genes via gene duplication can take place by several 

different mechanisms, such as unequal crossing over, retrotransposition, and 

polyploidization or whole genome duplication (Magadum et al., 2013). All of these 

mechanisms generate new genetic material for evolution to act on, but whole genome 

duplication tends to be the most stable and provides the largest amount of material 

(Brown, 2002). For this reason genome duplication is extremely important for 

evolution, as it provides a huge amount of potential diversity by having any one gene 

in a duplicated pair freed from purifying selection. Genome duplication introducing 

an influx of genetic material has even been suggested as a mechanism underlying 

major evolutionary transitions ranging from the emergence of the Actinopterygii 

(Taylor, 2008), to emergence of multicellular life from unicellular ancestors (Ohno, 

1970).  

 Duplicated genes have several potential evolutionary outcomes, the most 

obvious being that one of the duplicated genes will accumulate mutations. If any of 

these are loss-of-function mutations, the duplicated paralogue becomes a pseudogene 

(Mighell et al., 2000). This 'pseudogenization,' or 'death' of a gene, is a common fate 

for many duplicated genes (Zhang, 2003). Subfunctionalization is another potential 

outcome for duplicated genes. This process occurs when two duplicated genes both 

acquire mutations rendering their products only able to carry out part of the function 

of the parental gene product (e.g. a mutation altering a protein-protein interaction 

motif might result in the mutant gene product only participating in some of the 

complexes the ancestral protein was part of, or a mutation in a regulatory element 

might result in a gene product that is expressed in only a subset of the contexts in 

which the original gene was expressed). Similarly neofunctionalization, or the 

evolution of new functions, is another evolutionary outcome from gene duplication. 

When a mutation takes place in a duplicated gene that changes the function of the 

gene product, the gene is likely to stay fixed in a population to the extent that the 
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novel function is beneficial, or at least neutral (Walsh, 1995). For example, the 

evolution of an antifreeze protein is thought to have occurred through 

neofunctionalization in arctic zoarcid fish. Duplication of a silica acid synthase (SAS) 

gene led to one of the proteins having the SAS domain removed from the N-terminal 

and the C-terminal taking on a novel function as a secreted antifreeze protein (Deng 

et al., 2010). Of course paralogues do not necessarily take only one of these paths, but 

instead may take several of these paths. Finally, both genes remaining in the genome, 

simply resulting in the production of more gene product, can lead to selection for the 

maintenance of two redundant paralogues within a genome (Kondrashov, 2006). 

 As previously mentioned, zebrafish contain duplicates of many of the MMPs 

and TIMPs found in other organisms. For this thesis I focus on two sets of 

paralogues: Mmp11α and β, and Timp4α and β.   

1.9 Mmp11 localization at the MTJ during Zebrafish Development 

 MMP-11 or stromelysin-3 (ST3) was first described in human breast 

carcinoma stromal cells. Switching between the MMP-11 nomenclature can be 

confusing, therefore in this thesis I will be referring to MMP-11 found in multiple 

study species as ST3. Species specific ST3 will follow individual nomenclature, 

unique to each organism: MMP-11 (human), MMP11 (mouse) and Mmp11 

(zebrafish). Interestingly breast cancer cell lines do not express MMP-11 and in situ 

hybridizations show only the stromal cells surrounding tumours express this protease 

(Basset et al., 1990). MMP-11 has since been found to be highly expressed in several 

other neoplasms (Rouyer et al., 1994; Gall et al., 2001; Matziari et al., 2007). In 

addition to cancer, MMP-11 expression is also correlated with development, and it is 

expressed abundantly in the human placenta, uterus and embryonic limb bud (Basset 

et al., 1990). In adult mice, MMP11 is expressed at low levels in skin but not in the 

normal colon, intestine, liver, lung, kidney, heart, spleen, brain or testes (Lefebvre et 

al.,1992). Interestingly, MMP11 knockout mice are fertile and are normal in both 
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behaviour and appearance (Masson et al., 1998). One possible explanation for this is 

that mice also express two other stromelysins (MMP3 and MMP10). 

 As mentioned earlier and discussed extensively below, in zebrafish, Mmp11 

localizes to the MTJ during myotome maturation in zebrafish (Jenkins et al., 2011). 

Unlike mammals, zebrafish have no orthologues of MMP-3 or -10, so Mmp11 is the 

only stromelysin found in the fish genome. However, zebrafish have two mmp11 

genes, encoding Mmp11α and Mmp11β (Wyatt et al., 2009), which share 58% 

identity. 

 Stromelysin-3 has some unusual characteristics. Zymography shows that it has 

little detectable proteolytic activity on major ECM proteins in vitro (Murphy et al., 

1993; Matziari et al., 2007). It is also likely secreted in its active form due to 

intracellular activation by furins (Pei and Weiss, 1995; Visse and Nagse, 2003). 

MMP-11 does degrade various non-ECM proteins such as insulin growth factor 

binding protein-1, serine protease inhibitors and α1-anti-trypsin (Pei et al., 1994; 

Manes et al., 1997). In vivo the only known substrate for Xenopus ST3 is the 67 kD 

laminin receptor, which ST3 cleaves between the transmembrane domain and the 

laminin binding sequence (Amano et al., 2005). ST3 has other unusual characteristics 

compared to other MMPs. The Mmp11 gene in zebrafish is encoded by four exons, 

compared to six or two exons for other MMP genes in humans (Anglard et al., 1995) 

and mice (Ludwig et al., 2000). Both mmp11 genes in zebrafish also follow this 

pattern. In humans, mmp-11 is also expressed from an alternative promotor, producing 

an mRNA that does not encode the secretory signal or pro-peptide, and which 

therefore yields a cytoplasmic protease. This was discovered by mapping DNase I-

hypersensitive sites and it appears to be a human specific trait, as the transition site 

for β-MMP-11 in humans is not conserved in rats, mice, Xenopus (Luo et al., 2002) or 

either of the zebrafish paralogues. 

 Stromelysin-3 has been studied primarily due to its association with cancer 

and linkage to cell proliferation and tumour growth. A high level of MMP-11 

expression is associated with poor prognosis in breast cancer (Chenard et al., 1996), 
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subcutaneous tumour development in nude mice (Noël et al., 1996), and may be 

associated with remodelling of basement membranes (Lefebvre et al.,1992). In 

invasive cervix carcinomas, MMP-11 is highly up-regulated compared to non-

invasive carcinomas. This increased in invasiveness is due to less tumour cell death 

rather than an increase in cell proliferation (Vazquez-Ortize et al., 2005), as MMP11 

appears to help epithelial cells survive in unusual environments (Boulay et al., 2001). 

In gastric cancer cells, an absence of MMP-11 leads to a decrease in cell proliferation 

(Deng et al., 2005). MMP-11 is also expressed during other various pathological 

processes, such as rheumatoid arthritis, atherosclerotic lesions, and wound healing 

(Wolf et al., 1992; Nawrocki et al., 1994; Schonbeck et al., 1999). ST3 may also play 

a role in intestinal remodelling in Xenopus tadpole metamorphosis, by localizing in 

the intestinal epithelium and cleaving the 67 kD laminin receptor precursor (Amano 

et al., 2005a; Amano et al., 2005b).  

 Like all other MMPs, ST3 is inhibited by various TIMPs. In cell culture 

MMP-11 is inhibited by both TIMP1 and TIMP2 (Pei and Weiss, 1995) and Timp2β 

appears to either directly or indirectly inhibit Mmp11 in zebrafish (Jenkins et al., 

2011). 

1.10 Timp4 may regulate Mmp11 during Zebrafish development  

 TIMP-4 is the most recently described of four TIMPs. TIMP-4 shares twelve 

conserved cysteine residues and has the highest sequence similarity with TIMP-2 

(70% similarity and 51% identity between human TIMP-2 and TIMP-4) (Greene et 

al., 1996) and is slightly smaller than both TIMP-2 and TIMP-3 (Olson et al., 1998). 

TIMP-4 has an affinity for many MMPs similar to that of TIMP-1 and TIMP-2, but is 

more active in acidic pHs (Troeberg et al., 2002), which may be important in 

pathologies.  

  TIMP-4 is expressed at low levels in human kidney, pancreas, colon and the 

testes (Greene et al., 1996), and abundantly in the heart, particularly in the 

atherosclerotic coronary artery, cariomyocyctes, and inflammatory cells such as 
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macrophages, lymphocytes, and mast cells (Koskivirta et al., 2006). Due to its 

increased expression in cardiac tissues exhibiting inflammation, TIMP-4 may be a 

useful marker for vascular diseases involving inflammation (Koskivirta et al., 2006). 

Over expression of TIMP4 correlates with apoptosis in both cardiac fibroblasts and 

aortic smooth muscle cells in rats (Tummalapalli et al., 2001) and leads to a reduction 

in vascular smooth muscle cell migration (Guo et al., 2004). TIMP-4 also inhibits 

capillary endothelial cell migration, although it does not affect proliferation 

(Fernandez and Moses, 2006). TIMP-4 expression decreases the migration of cancer 

cells across reconstituted basement membranes in vitro (Liu et al., 1997) and 

suppresses tumour growth in Wilms’ tumour in vivo (Celiker et al., 2001). However, 

it should be noted that there are conflicting results from studies investigating the role 

of TIMP-4 on tumour growth; depending on how TIMP-4 is administrated and what 

model of tumorigenesis is being used, TIMP-4 can have varying effects (Handsley 

and Edwards, 2005). One study showed that TIMP-4 inhibited tumour growth in a 

mouse xenograft model (Wang et al., 1997); however, another study using TIMP-4 

plasmid injected intramuscularly in mice showed that TIMP-4 promoted tumour 

growth (Jiang et al., 2001). A third study involving plasmid injected intramuscularly 

inhibited a different type of tumour than used in the two previous studies (Celiker et 

al., 2001). It seems likely that a better understanding of the molecular mechanisms in 

which TIMP-4 participates would clarify these paradoxical results. 

 Similar to MMP-11, high levels of TIMP-4 is found in the stroma surrounding 

breast carcinomas (Liu et al., 1997) and breast cancer cells transfected with TIMP-4 

show a decrease in tumour growth (Wang et al., 1997). These observations of excess 

TIMP-4 leading to a decrease in tumour growth, and MMP-11 being highly expressed 

in stroma cells surrounding tumours, suggests that TIMP-4 may be a regulator for 

MMP-11. This regulation may be via an inhibitory, as seen between MMP11 and 

TIMP-4 in canine tumours (Kaur et al., 2016) or a modulatory interaction between 

MMP-11 and TIMP-4 (Fig. 1.3) TIMP-4 is able to inhibit the catalytic activity of 

MMP-2, interacting in an inhibitory way. TIMP-4 is also able to bind to the  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Figure 1.3 MMP and TIMP interactions can be either an inhibitory interaction 
or a modulatory interaction.  
MMP and TIMP interactions are generally classified as either inhibitory or 
modulatory. A inhibitory interaction is between the catalytic domain of the MMP and 
the N-terminal domain of the TIMP, leaving the MMP inactive. A modulatory 
interaction is between the hemopexin domain of an MMP and the C-terminal domain 
of a TIMP, potentially resulting in downstream activation, inhibition or a number of 
different outcomes, such as tethering the MMP to the ECM or a cell surface.  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hemopexin-like domain of MMP-2, predicted to play a role in proMMP-2 activation 

(Bigg, 1997), interacting in a modulatory way. 

1.11 Overall hypothesis  

 My overall hypothesis is that Mmp11 and Timp4 paralogues have undergone 

functional divergence but that they interact in one or more combinations within the 

developing zebrafish embryo during myotome maturation. My predictions are 

therefore: 1) Mmp11α and Mmp11β have different localization patterns during 

myotome maturation, but both will co-localize at particular points in space and time 

with Timp4α and/or Timp4β; 2) Mmp11α or Mmp11β are both able to physically 

interact with one or both paralogues of Timp4 during myotome maturation; 3) 

Mmp11α and/or Mmp11β have specific interactions, modulatory or inhibitory, with 

either Timp4α and/or Timp4β. 

1.12 Objectives  

 Preliminary studies using antibodies against Mmp11 and Timp4 suggested that 

they may co-localize at the MTJ during zebrafish development (Fitzpatrick, 2009; 

Harris, 2010). Because TIMPs are considered promiscuous inhibitors, I hypothesize 

that Timp4 may be modulating Mmp11 activity at the MTJ, possibly playing a role in 

regulating the remodelling of ECM during myotome boundary development. 

 My objectives in this thesis are therefore, firstly, to characterize the 

localization of these proteins, secondly to determine when and where they may 

interact in vivo during myotome development in the developing zebrafish and finally 

to determine if they interact biochemically (and, if so, which domains are interacting 

with which). 

 The approaches I took to test these predictions are as follows: 1) 

Immunofluorescence and confocal microscopy using antibodies specific for each of 

the Mmp11 paralogues, and an antibody that recognizes Timp4α, but may or may not 

recognize Timp4β, to determine the ontogeny of these paralogues; 2) Proximity 
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ligation assays, a more rigorous assay used to determine if these proteins are 

physically close enough to interact (Weibrecht et al., 2010) using “+” and “-” probes 

constructed from these and various control antibodies; 3) Yeast two-hybrid assays 

(Bruckner et al., 2009) using bait and prey constructs encoding various domains of 

these proteins fused to the activation and DNA-binding domains of Gal4, to 

determine which domains of these paralogues are interacting, thereby clarifying 

wether the interactions are inhibitory or modulatory. 

 Overall my data show that both paralogues of Mmp11 and Timp4 have 

overlapping localization patterns and that both Mmp11 paralogues are physically 

close enough to Timp4 to interact at some times during MTJ development in 

zebrafish. I also see both inhibitory and modulatory interactions taking place between 

these paralogues, suggesting that Timp4 is modulating Mmp11 activity at the MTJ, 

and thereby regulating the remodelling of ECM during myotome boundary 

development. 
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Chapter 2 
Methods and Results  

Methods  

2.0 Zebrafish Spawning and Embryo Collection  

 Adult zebrafish were kept at 28˚C on a 14-hour light : 10-hour dark cycle and 

fed pellets (GEMMA micro) twice a day, followed by brine shrimp once a day. 

Embryos were collected by providing a suitable spawning substrate (marbles) the 

night before, allowing for natural spawning at dawn. Strains used were: Tübingen 

(wild type), Nacre (mitfa-/-) (Lister et al.,1999), and Tg(hsp70:Mmp11::eGFP) 

(Jenkins et al., 2011). Embryos were grown in embryo rearing medium (ERM), as 

described in ZFIN (Westerfield, 2007), and grown at 28°C with 0.001% methylene 

blue to prevent fungal growth. Any embryos remaining unhatched were manually 

dechorionated using fine forceps prior to fixation. All work was conducted with the 

approval and under the supervision of the UNB Animal Care Committee, in 

accordance with Canadian Council on Animal Care Guidelines. 

  

2.1 Immunostaining  

 Embryos of the desired stages were collected, dechorionated and fixed 

overnight in Dent’s solution (80% methanol, 20% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)) at 

4°C. Fixative was removed by three fifteen minute washes with PBSTx [0.1% Triton 

X-100 in PBS (140 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 20 mM PO4)]. Samples were blocked in 

blocking buffer (5% BSA in PBSTx) overnight at 4°C, incubated with primary 

antibodies [rabbit anti-Mmp11α (AnaSpec catalogue #55688), rabbit anti-Mmp11β 

(AnaSpec catalogue #55690-2), rabbit anti-Timp4 (AnaSpec catalogue #55501)], 

diluted 1:500 in blocking buffer overnight at 4°C. Unbound primary was removed 

through three fifteen minute washes with PBSTx. Samples where then incubated 

overnight at 4°C with secondary antibody [goat anti-rabbit Alexa-488 (Invitrogen)], 

diluted 1:1000 in blocking buffer. Unbound secondary was removed by three fifteen 
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minute washes with PBSTx, and embryos were mounted and imaged using Lecia SP2 

laser scanning confocal microscope fitted with 20x 0.7 NA and 63x 1.4 NA water 

immersion objectives.  

2.2 Cryo-Sectioning 

 24-48 hpf zebrafish embryos were collected, dechorionated, and fixed 

overnight in Dent’s soultion. Fixative was removed by three fifteen minute washes 

with PBSTx and then samples were incubated in 30% sucrose with a small amount of 

methylene blue overnight at 4°C or until embryos were no longer floating on the 

surface of sucrose solution. Embryos were positioned in mounting moulds with 

Tissue-Tek® O.C.T Compound (VWR) and cut in 12 µm sections using a 

cyrosectioner (Leica CM 1850). Sections were mounted on poly-lysine coated glass 

slides and stored at -20°C until use. 

2.3 Proximity Ligation Assay (PLA) 

 Primary antibodies anti-Mmp11α, anti-Mmp11β, anti-Timp4, anti-Laminin 

(Invigtrogen #PA5-16287), and anti-Fibronectin (AnaSpec #55760) were conjugated 

to “+” or “-” PLA oligonucleotides to make PLA probes. PLA probes were made 

using 2 µl of 10x stock Conjugating Buffer and adding it to 20 µl of dH20. 7 µl of this 

solution was then mixed 1:1 with 7 µl of each antibody of interest and incubated 

overnight at room temperature. 0.6 µl of Stop Reagent was then added to each 

reaction and incubated for a further 30 minutes at room temperature. After the 

addition of 8 µl of Storage Solution the probes were kept at 4°C.  

 Cryo-sections warmed to room temperature, encircled with a hydrophobic 

barrier using a pap pen (FroggaBio), and placed in a humid chamber. Sucrose and 

mounting medium was removed with two five minute washes using PBSTx. Using 

the Duolink® PLA kit (Sigma) sections were blocked for either one hour at 37°C or 

overnight at 4°C. Sections were incubated with PLA probes diluted at 1:10 in 50 µl in 

Working Assay Reagent for either two hours at 37°C or overnight at 4°C. Unbound 
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probe was eluted with Wash Buffer A (0.2 M Tris and 0.1 M NaCl) twice for five 

minutes. Ligation stock diluted 1:5 in dH2O was mixed with 1 µl T4 ligase (in Sigma 

PLA Kit) further diluted 1:40 in 5x ligation mix, and was incubated on sections for 30 

minutes at 37°C. Ligation stock was removed with two two minute washes with Wash 

Buffer A. Amplification stock was diluted 1:5 in dH2O, mixed with 0.5 µl T4 

polymerase, to make 40 µl for solution per reaction, and incubated on sections for 2-3 

hours at 37°C. Sections were then washed with Buffer B (0.2 M Tris and 0.1 M NaCl) 

for two five minute washes and counter stained with DRAQ5™ (ThermoFisher 

Scientific) diluted 1:500 in PBS for five minutes. Sections were washed once with 

PBS for one minute and a coverslip was placed over the section and then imaged.  

2.4 Construction of expression vectors for Y2H analysis   

 Bait (pDEST™32) and Prey (pDEST™22) plasmids were recombined with 

PCR amplicons generated using primers containing Att sites, which comprised the 

open reading frames of both mmp11 and both timp4 paralogues from zebrafish (Table 

2.1), following the protocol in the Gateway® Technology Manual (Invitrogen, 2005). 

These were then further refined by deletion to encode single domains of each, i.e. 

catalytic or hemopexin domain for mmp11α + β or C-terminal or N-terminal domains 

of  timp4α + β. Platinum™DNA Polymerase (Invitrogen) or Phusion™DNA 

Polymerase (NEB) was used to ensure high fidelity, and plasmid inserts were verified 

via colony PCR and later confirmed by sequencing (Appendix C).  

Table 2.1:  Primers used to create bait and prey constructs containing specific 
gene domains. All forward primers contain the att site 
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTxx and all reverse primers contain 
the att site GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTx. 
Domain/Gene Forward Primer Reverse Primer

Mmp11α- Catalytic CAGAAACGATATGTGCTCTTTGG GCACTGGGAATGTCATTGGT

Mmp11α- 
Hemopexin

CCTGACGCTTGTCACACAGA TCCTGAGGATTTATGGCATGT

Domain/Gene
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2.5 Yeast two-hybrid assays  

 Yeast strain MaV203 was transformed with engineered Bait and Prey 

plasmids following the Yeast two-Hybrid ProQuest™ System (Invitrogen, 2005) 

protocol. Successful transformations are confirmed by colony growth on selective 

media lacking leucine and tryptophan (SC-Leu-Trp). Transformants were suspended 

in 50 µl of sterile 0.9% saline solution, followed by two 1:5 dilutions. 5 µl of each of 

the dilutions were plated on various selective media, SC-Leu-Trp-His, SC-Leu-Trp-

Ura, SC-Leu-Trp-Ura-His and SC-Leu-Trp-His+3AT (3 mM or 12 mM), to assay for 

interactions between the fusion proteins encoded by the Bait and Prey plasmids, 

based on the amount of growth on each plate.  

2.6 Transmission Electron Microscopy  

 Embryos were collected at various stages between 24 and 96 hpf, manually 

dechorionated and fixed overnight in Karnovsky’s fixative (16% Paraformaldehyde, 

50% Glutaraldehyde, 2.0 M Sodium Phosphate Buffer) at 4°C. Fixative was removed 

through three one hour washes in PBSTx and embryos were stained with uranyl 

acetate for one hour. Excess stain was removed with three five minute washes using 

water, after which embryos were dehydrated through graded ethanol solutions (30%, 

50%, 70%, 95%, 100%, 100%) for fifteen minutes each. After dehydration, embryos 

were infused with resin in two parts ethanol, one part Epon-Araldite (50% DDSA, 

Mmp11β- Catalytic CGACGAAAACGCTTTGATTTG CGAAAACGCTTTGATTTGTT
CC

Mmp11β- 
Hemopexin

GCTTGCCAGACCAACTTCG GGCTGCAGAACAACCAAAG 

Timp4α- N GCGGAGGTGAAGAGTCAGAAGT
GA

CAGTTACAGGCTTTCCGGTG
T

Timp4α- C TGAAGCATTGGAGCAGACTC CGCCTCACACACACTCATTT

Timp4β- N ATGATGATGATGATGATGAAGA GTGCAGTTACAGCCCATCTG
A

Timp4β- C TGTGACTTTGTTGAGCACTGG GCTGATTTTTGGGTATTCATT
TC

Forward Primer Reverse PrimerDomain/Gene
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18% Araldite 502 resin, 25% TAAB 812 resin, and 2% DMP-30) for two hours on a 

rotator. Embryos were then incubated in one part ethanol and two parts Epon-Araldite 

overnight, before being transferred to fresh 100% Epon-Araldite for four hours on a 

rotator. The embryos were then oriented in flat moulds and left to harden at 70°C for 

three days.  

 Embryos were then processed by Nhu Trieu with the UNB Microscopy and 

Microanalysis Facility, who cut 50 nm longitudinal sections through the trunk 

musculature and imaged sections using the JEOL 2011 Scanning Transmission 

Electron Microscope. 

2.7 Sequence analysis 

 Sequence alignments were completed using Clustal Omega (Sievers et al., 

2011) to align multiple sequences. The sequences, retrieved from NCBI (GenBank), 

November 2016, were the inferred amino acid translations of the zebrafish Mmp11 

paralogues Mmp11α (XM_687113.7), Mmp11β (XM_689061.7), and the human 

MMP11 protein (AAH57788.1).  

 Signal-P (Nordahl et al., 2011) was used to identify the signal sequence and 

the catalytic and hemopexin domains were identified using SMART (Schultz et al.,

1998; Letunic et al., 2014). The highly conserved cysteine switch and zinc-binding 

region were identified by eye based on Nagase et al., 2006.  

 The two TIMP paralog sequences were also aligned using Clustal Omega 

(Sievers et al., 2011). The sequences, retrieved from NCBI (GenBank) November 

2016, for the Timp paralogues alignment were zebrafish Timpα (XM_009305724.1), 

zebrafish Timp4β (XM_005172759.3) and human TIMP4 (NP_003247.1). I used 

Interpro (Mitchell et al., 2015) to determine where the C-terminal domain started in 

both of the Timp4 paralogues and NCBI Conserved Domain Search (Marchler-Bauer 

et al., 2015) to determine the N and C terminal domain of TIMP4 found in humans. I 

verified these identifications by eye based on literature documenting where the N 
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terminal domain meets the C terminal domain in mammals (Nieuwesteeg et al., 

2014), a trait which is conserved in zebrafish. 

2.8 In silico Protein Modeling  

 Protein models were generated using two modelling programs: RaptorX 

(http://raptorx.uchicago.edu/) and SWISS-MODEL (https://swissmodel.expasy.org/). 

The inferred amino acid sequence of zebrafish Mmp11α, Mmp11β, Timp4α and 

Timp4β were entered and the software selected structural templates, sequence 

similarities can be found in Appendix B. For Mmp11α  and Mmp11β, the templates 

selected were the crystal structure of human full length MMP-1 (1SU3), the crystal 

structure of the mouse MMP-11 catalytic domain (1HV5), the crystal structure of the 

human proMMP-1 hemopexin domain (2CLT), the crystal structure of human 

proMMP-12 (3BA0), and the crystal structure of human MMP-13 (4FU4). For the 

TIMP models, two different structures representing human TIMP-2 complexed to 

MMP-10 (stromeylisin-2) and proMMP-2 (4ILW and 1GXD, respectively) were used 

as templates. Software parameters were left at default settings for the prediction of 

eukaryotic protein structures, and the resulting PDB files were rendered using 

Chimera (version 1.12) (Pettersen et al., 2004). Outputs can be viewed in Appendix 

B.  
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Results 

2.9 Mmp11 homologues show conservation of core features 

 To analyze the sequence similarity between the two zebrafish Mmp11 

paralogues and between these paralogues and human MMP-11, I aligned these 

sequences using Clustal omega (Sievers et al., 2011) and EMBOSS Water (Rice et al., 

2010) (Fig. 2.1). The two zebrafish paralogues are 58% identical (Clustal) and 67% 

similar (EMBOSS) to one another and share identical domain structures. 

 Zebrafish Mmp11β and human MMP-11 share an identical cysteine switch, 

while Mmp11α contains a lysine in place of a proline in this motif. The putative furin 

recognition motif (RXR/KR, where X is most often another basic amino acid) is 

stronger in Mmp11β (RRKR) than Mmp11α (RQKR) or human MMP-11 (RQKR), 

both of which have glutamines in place of the second arginine. Mmp11α shares 

slightly more identity (56%) with human MMP-11 than zebrafish Mmp11β (53% 

identity), but both zebrafish paralogues are comparably similar to the human 

sequence (with similarly scores of 66% and 67%, respectively). Interestingly the 

catalytic domain of zebrafish Mmp11α is more similar to the human sequence than it 

is to the zebrafish Mmp11β sequence in this region, suggestive of divergent 

evolutionary pressure on the zebrafish paralogues. There is also an approximately 

sixteen residue S-loop (Maskos, 2004; Tallant et al., 2009) found in the conserved 

catalytic domain, which remains conversed between human MMP-11 and Mmp11α 

but has three non-conserved amino acid changes (serine to tyrosine, asparagine to 

tyrosine and a proline to asparagine) in Mmp11β. In contrast to the catalytic domains, 

the hemopexin domains of the zebrafish paralogues are more similar to each other 

than they are to the human hemopexin domain. Finally, the Mmp11β paralogue has a 

substantially longer (37 residue) hinge linking the catalytic and hemopexin domains 

than Mmp11α (21 residues), with the human orthologue being intermediate (32 

residues) in this regard. 

 These subtle differences are reflected in the predicted protein models (Fig. 

2.2). The hemopexin domains of these models are very similar, but the catalytic  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Figure 2.1 Human MMP-11 and Zebrafish Paralogues share sequence similarly 
and conserved domains. 
Sequence alignment of human MMP-11 (AAH57788.1), Mmp11α (XM_687113.7) 
and Mmp11β (XM_689061.7) showing key portions of the proteins. SS (signal 
sequence), Pro (Propeptide), Cat (catalytic domain), Hx (hemopexin-like domain), 
bolded font shows cysteine switch, bolded and italicized shows the zinc binding 
motif, underlined shows the furin recognition motif, orange text shows the S-loop and 
dark blue text shows the specificity loop. The two zebrafish Mmp11 paralogues share 
58% protein sequence identity to one another. 
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Figure 2.2 Predicted structures of Mmp11 paralogues are similar, but vary in 
their specificity loops. 
Predicted protein models for Mmp11α and Mmp11β, made using RaptorX. The pro-
peptide is shown in purple, the catalytic domain is shown in red, and the hemopexin 
domain is shown in green. Specificity loops (blue), and the S-loop (orange) show 
differences in amino acid composition.  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domains, in particular the specificity loops, differ. Finally, the catalytic and 

hemopexin domains are linked by a much larger disordered hinge region in the 

Mmp11β model. The difference between the two specificity loops is a tyrosine 

(Mmp11α) to a asparagine (Mmp11β) substitution, which may cause these two 

paralogues to bind to different substrates or have different substrate binding affinities, 

and the longer hinge in the β paralogue might be expected to result in it acting at sites 

separated by larger intervals. 

2.10 N and C terminal domains of Timp4 paralogues are under different 

evolutionary constraints  

 The similarity between the two zebrafish Timp4 paralogues and their human 

orthologue is also apparent in their primary sequences (Fig. 2.3). The two zebrafish 

paralogues share the most sequence similarity with each other (43% identity and a 

similarity score of 58%). But in comparison to human TIMP-4, zebrafish Timp4β is 

more similar to human TIMP-4 than Timp4α. This is particularly notable in the C-

terminal domain of Timp4α, which is substantially shorter and even more divergent 

than the N-terminal domain.  There is also an interesting seven residue (RHEGHAK) 

insertion, including five charged residues, in the Timp4α N-terminal domain that 

occurs on the surface of the predicted model (Fig. 2.4, orange), suggesting it may be 

important in the protein-protein interaction potential of this paralogue. The 

differences in the C-terminal domains of the zebrafish Timp4 paralogues is also 

apparent in the predicted structural model. 

2.11 Mmp11α, Mmp11β and Timp4 co-localize at MTJs during myotome 

maturation 

 To determine when and where Mmp11α, Mmp11β and Timp4 proteins 

localize during development I used indirect immunofluorescence and confocal 

microscopy of whole mount, wild- type embryos fixed at various stages. 

Unfortunately, the antibodies against my proteins of interest were all raised in the  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Figure 2.3 Human Timp4 and Zebrafish Paralogues share sequence similarity. 
Sequence alignment of human Timp4 (NP_001313362.1), Timp4α 
(XM_009305724.1) and Timp4β (XM_005172759.3) showing the N-terminal 
domain, the C-terminal domain and an insert of seven charged amino acids in Timp4α 
in orange. The two Timp paralogues share 53% protein sequence identity, the C-
terminal domain having more variation then the N-terminal domain. 

Figure 2.4 Predicted structures of Timp4 paralogues are more similar in their N-
terminal domains. 
Predicted protein structures for Timp4α and Timp4β were made using Swiss-Model. 
Panels A and B show Timp4α and panels C and D show Timp4β. The N-terminal is 
shown in blue the C-terminal domain is shown in red and the extra seven residues 
found in Timp4α are shown in orange.  
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same host (rabbit), therefore double immunostains with Mmp11α + Timp4 and 

Mmp11β + Timp4 were not feasible. I attempted to address this using the Zenon® 

direct labeling approach (Life Technologies), which was time consuming, expensive 

and ultimately yielded equivocal results (Appendix A). It is also worth noting that 

although we have antibodies specific for zebrafish Mmp11α and Mmp11β, only one 

anti-zebrafish-Timp4 antibody exists. It was raised against the C-terminal domain of 

Timp4α, and although only 37% identical to the homologous region of Timp4β, cross-

reactivity with Timp4β cannot be ruled out. Although it is likely that the patterns of 

immunoreactivity observed with this antibody represent the distribution of Timp4α, I 

have referred to these generically as representing Timp4 throughout. 

 Mmp11α is abundant in the hatching gland and myotome boundaries at 24 hpf 

(Fig. 2.5, panel F) and within the myocytes of musculature outside the trunk starting 

around 36 hpf (Fig.  2.5, panel G). This is most notable in the musculature of the jaw 

at 96 hpf (Fig. 2.5, panel J). Mmp11β is also present in the hatching gland starting at 

24 hpf (Fig. 2.5, panel K) and starting at 48 hpf Mmp11β localizes to the MTJs (Fig. 

2.5 panel L-O). Timp4 co-localizes with both Mmp11α and Mmp11β at the MTJs 

during development, but at different time points. Timp4 is present at the MTJs from 

24 hpf to 96 hpf (Fig. 2.5, panel A-E). Mmp11α co-localizes with Timp4 at the MTJ 

from 24 hpf to 48 hpf, after which Mmp11α leaves the MTJ and localizes internally in 

the sarcomeres of myocytes (Fig 2.6). The localization pattern of Mmp11β with 

respect to the MTJs is almost the reciprocal to that of Mmp11α; Mmp11β is detected 

within the myotomes early in development, but becomes localized to the MTJs after 

72 hpf where it persists until 96 hpf.   

 Mmp11α appears to localize within the sarcomeres of skeletal myocytes in 

embryos older than 36 hpf. Double immunofluorescence using a mouse antibody 

against α-actinin, which is a component of Z-line (Luther, 2009) and the rabbit 

antibody against Mmp11α reveals that Mmp11α accumulates in the Z-line (Fig. 2.6). 

This was was not anticipated as no instances of MMP-11 accumulating intracellularly 

are reported in the literature. However, other MMPs have been detected within the  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Figure 2.5  Timp4 and Mmp11 paralogues co-localize at the MTJ during 
myotome maturation in the zebrafish at differing time points. 
Immunostains showing Timp4, Mmp11α and Mmp11β protein localization from 
24 hpf to 96 hpf. Timp4 localization to the MTJ is obvious from 24 hpf to 96 hpf 
(panels A-E). Mmp11α localization at the MTJs is most obvious from 24 hpf-48 hpf 
(panels F-H), after which it localizes in the myotomes (I-J). Mmp11β localization is 
reciprocal to Mmp11α, localizing to MTJs only after 48 hpf (panels M-O). Scale bar 
500 µm. 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Figure 2.6 Mmp11α localizes in Z-line of sarcomeres. 
A) Single confocal optical sections through skeletal muscle of a 48 hpf embryo 
stained with Mmp11a (green) and a-actinin (red). B) Greyscale image of Mmp11a 
signal.  C) Greyscale image of a-actinin signal. D) Line scanning intensity data of 
both Mmp11a and a-actinin signals along the axis of the myofibril, showing 2 µm 
periodicity and co-localization of Z-disc (a-actinin) and Mmp11 signals.  Scale bar is 
5 µm. 
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sarcomeres of zebrafish skeletal muscle, including Mmp13 (Small, personal 

communication) and Mmp2 which, unlike Mmp11α, localizes to the M-bands of 

sarcomeres (Fallata, 2015).  

 Previous work in our lab has eliminated the possibility that the apparent 

localization of Mmp2 within the sarcomeres is an artifact of the axial resolution of the 

confocal microscope (~800 nm) being similar to the diameter of the myofibrils (~1 

µm).  Ultrathin (<500 nm) cryosections of skeletal muscle reveal exactly the same M-

band localization of Mmp2 as confocal optical sections (Fallata, 2015), providing me 

with some confidence that the apparent localization of Mmp11α in the Z-line of 

skeletal muscle sarcomeres is also genuine.  

 When examined at the limit of optical resolution, Mmp11α, Mmp11β, and 

laminin do not accumulate evenly throughout the MTJ, but rather, appear to be 

localized at the interface between the myotome, and the MTJ (Fig. 2.7). In contrast, 

Timp4 accumulation consists of a single strongly labeled domain, apparently 

sandwiched between the Mmp11/laminin-containing layers (Fig. 2.7). 

2.12 The ultrastructure of MTJs is complex and dynamic 

 The ultrastructure of the MTJs is complex and heterogeneous at a scale that is 

at or below the practical limit of resolution of optical microscopy (~200 nm). I 

examined the ultrastructure of the MTJs of 24 hpf, 48 hpf, 72 hpf and 96 hpf embryos 

by TEM (Fig. 2.8). These different stages show the dynamic nature of the MTJ as it 

changes throughout development of the zebrafish. In the earliest stage, the basal 

lamina is poorly defined and the ECM between the myotomes is loosely packed with 

what is likely mostly fibronectin (Jenkins et al., 2016). In later stages we can see 

well-defined basal laminae, and the ECM between these laminae becomes more 

defined and packed with fibrillar collagen.  
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Figure 2.7 Mmp11α, Mmp11β, and laminin localize to the outside of the MTJ 
while Timp4 localizes to the middle of the MTJ. 
Double immunostains of 24 hpf zebrafish embryos showing Mmp11α, Mmp11β, 
laminin, and Timp4 in green and α-actinin in red. Mmp11α, Mmp11β, and laminin 
localize on either side of the myotome boundary rather then its entirety. Timp4 
however localizes in the very middle of the myotome boundary, rather then each side. 
The white arrowheads flank Mmp11α, Mmp11β, laminin on either side of the MTJ 
and show Timp4 localizing to the middle of the MTJ. Scale bar 10 µm. 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Figure 2.8 MTJs are multi-layered structures with dynamic ultrastructure. 
Transmission electron micrographs of longitudinal sections through the trunk 
musculature of zebrafish embryos at A) 24 hpf, B) 48 hpf, C) 72 hpf and D) 96 hpf, 
taken at 3000x (A-D) or 6000x (A’-D’).  MTJs in all stages consist of multi-layered 
structures that change over time. At 24 hpf, the MTJ has poorly defined basal laminae 
(A’ white arrowheads) and consist of loosely packed fibrillar material that is likely 
primarily fibronectin (A’ black arrowhead). This develops progressively into an MTJ 
with well-defined basal laminae (D’ white arrowheads) flanking a region roughly 500 
nm across packed with what is likely primarily fibrillar collagen (D’ black 
arrowhead). Scale bars are 2 µm.  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2.13 Physical interactions of Mmp11 and Timp4 molecules can be detected by 

Proximity Ligation Assays (PLAs) 

 Mmp11α, Mmp11β and Timp4 all accumulate in the MTJ during zebrafish 

development, but do not necessarily interact. Immunostains do not tell us if they are 

physically close enough to interact or if they are just near each other during 

development. To determine if either Mmp11 paralogue is physically close enough to 

be interacting with Timp4 molecules in the MTJ, I used Proximity Ligation Assays 

(PLA) (Fig. 2.9), which detects proteins <10 nm apart (Soderberg et al., 2008). As 

with whole mounts (Fig. 2.5), strong immunofluorescence signals for all of these 

molecules were detectable in the sections of MTJs (data not shown).  Surprisingly, 

while interactions were detected between both Mmp11 paralogues and Timp4, these 

interactions were not restricted to MTJs, and were not particularly abundant (Fig. 

2.9). 

  The PLA assay is inherently prone to producing false-negatives (epitopes 

may be oriented such that the +/- oligos attached to the antibodies are on opposite 

faces of the molecules, molecular crowding may inhibit ligation or elongation 

reactions, inhibitory molecules may be present in the specimens, etc.) so absence of 

PLA signal is not conclusive evidence that these antigens are not interacting at a 

given location. 

 On the other hand, positive PLA signals can be interpreted as strong evidence 

that interactions are taking place, as proteins are in very close proximity to one 

another (Weibrecht et al., 2010). In these assays, I see rare but consistent (replicates 

of at least three independently prepared specimens) positive signals in longitudinal 

sections through the trunk musculature of 24 hpf embryos probed with anti-Mmp11α+ 

and anti-Timp4- probes (Fig. 2.10, panel A) and in sections probed with anti-

Mmp11β+ and anti-Timp4- (Fig. 2.10, panel D).  

 Some of these signals are associated with the MTJs as expected (Fig. 2.10 

panel A & D cyan arrowheads), but a similar number are detected outside of MTJs 

(Fig. 2.10, panel A & D white arrowheads). While both Mmp11 paralogues  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Figure 2.9 Schematic illustration of the proximity ligation assay (PLA). 
A cartoon summary of the mechanisms of how a PLA works. Two proteins (A and B) 
interacting, with PLA probes (primary antibodies conjugated with “+” or “-“ PLA 
oligonucleotides) attached (Panel A). A connector oligo then hybridizing with the 
PLA probes (Panel B). After the connecter oligo has been ligated, rolling circle 
amplification can now take place, forming a fluorescent product that can be viewed 
using Confocal Microscopy. PLAs are subject to false negatives pitfalls (Panel D and 
E). PLA probes can bind to interacting proteins in such a way a connector oligo will 
not hybridize, causing a negative result (Panel D). Molecular crowding can also yield 
a negative PLA interaction (Panel E). Figure based on Tanabe et al., 2015. 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Figure 2.10 Both paralogues of Mmp11 interact with Timp4, but only Mmp11β 
interacts with fibronectin, and neither can be detected interacting with laminin 
in vivo at 24 hpf. 
PLAs of  24 hpf 12 µm sections; green dots indicate <10 nm proximity of probes 
(white arrows showing interaction outside of MTJ (white dashed lines), cyan arrow 
showing interaction inside of MTJ) and nuclei stained with Draq5 are shown in red. 
Interactions are detected between Mmp11a and Timp4 (A) and Mmp11b and Timp4 
(D), but not between Mmp11a and fibronectin (B) or Mmp11a and Laminin (C).  
Unlike Mmp11a, interactions between Mmp11b and fibronectin can be detected both 
within and outside the MTJ (E).  No interactions were detected between either 
Mmp11 paralogue and Laminin (C and F).  Scale bars are 50 µm. 
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concentrate in the MTJs, they are also easily detectable outside the MTJs at this stage 

(Fig. 2.5). Similarly, while Timp4 is highly abundant in the MTJs (Fig. 2.5), this 

strongly localized signal likely obscures weaker signals elsewhere, so it is likely not 

restricted to the MTJs. While identity of the cells producing Timp4 has not been 

definitively determined, it is most likely being produced by the myotome and 

overlying epidermis  and/or notochord cells, so in order to get into the MTJs it has to 

traverse the spaces between the MTJs at some point. The PLA signals detected using 

these probes suggest that both Mmp11 paralogues can indeed interact with at least 

one paralogue of Timp4 in vivo. 

 However, given the failure of PLA signals to correlate with the apparent 

concentrations of these molecules at the MTJs, it suggests these interactions are not 

restricted to the MTJs, and may even be proportionately more likely to occur outside 

of the MTJs. 

 The most parsimonious explanation for the Mmp11-dependent removal of 

fibronectin from the MTJ during maturation (Jenkins et al., 2011) is that Mmp11 is 

directly acting on fibronectin as a substrate. If this is the case, we would expect to see 

some interactions between these molecules by PLA (although these interactions 

would likely be short-lived). To test this prediction I probed sections of 24 hpf 

embryos with anti-Mmp11α+ and anti-fibronectin- PLA probes (Fig. 2.10, panel B) or 

anti-Mmp11β+ and anti-fibronectin- (Fig. 2.10, panel E). These assays yielded no 

evidence of interaction between Mmp11α and fibronectin, but a few instances of 

interactions between Mmp11β and fibronectin (Fig. 2.10, panel E, arrowheads). 

Furthermore, PLAs using the same probes on sections through the neural tube of 24 

hpf embryos revealed many interactions (Fig. 2.10, panel A), showing that Mmp11β 

can certainly interact with fibronectin, as well as Timp4, supporting the hypothesis 

that Mmp11 acts directly on fibronectin. 
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 An alternate hypothesis regarding the mechanism by which Mmp11 mediates 

the removal of fibronectin from the MTJ posits that Mmp11 acts indirectly through 

degrading the 67 kD laminin receptor. Unlike fibronectin, which is not known to be a 

target of Mmp11-mediated proteolysis, the 67 kD laminin receptor is the only known 

in vivo target of Mmp11-mediated degradation (Amano et al., 2005). Unfortunately, 

no antibody is available for the 67 kD laminin receptor, but I reasoned that if Mmp11 

molecules were bound to this laminin-binding protein, this complex might generate a 

positive PLA signal using probes that bind Mmp11 and laminin. However, no 

interactions were detected on longitudinal sections through the musculature of 24 hpf 

embryos probed with anti-Mmp11α+ and anti-laminin- or anti-Mmp11β+ and anti-

laminin- (Fig. 2.10, panel C & F), nor were interactions between Mmp11β and 

laminin detected in the neural tube (Fig. 2.10, panel A). 

 However, no interactions were detected on longitudinal sections through the 

musculature of 24 hpf embryos probed with anti-Mmp11α+ and anti-laminin- or anti-

Mmp11β+ and anti-laminin- (Fig. 2.10, panel C & F), nor were interactions between 

Mmp11β and laminin detected in the neural tube (Fig. 2.11, panel A). 

2.14 Dissection of the molecular nature of Mmp11-Timp4 interactions by yeast 

two hybrid analysis 

 To refine my understanding of which paralogues are interacting, and to map 

the location of the interactions between Mmp11 and Timp4 paralogues to specific 

domains, I used the yeast two hybrid system. For this analysis, I generated plasmids 

encoding fusion proteins bearing the Gal4-UAS DNA binding domain fused to one 

domain of an Mmp11 or Timp4 paralogue (these constructs are designated ‘bait’), and 

the Gal4-RNA polymerase binding domain fused to another domain of one of the 

putative interactors (these constructs are designated as ‘prey’) (Fig. 2.12). When co-

transfected into yeast cells and expressed, the interaction of these two hybrid fusion 

proteins results in the production of a functional transcription factor that activates  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Figure 2.11 Mmp11β interacts with fibronectin and not with laminin in the 
neural tube in vivo in 24 hpf embryos. 
PLA of a 24 hpf 12 µm section, green dots indicate <10 nm proximity of probes 
(white arrows showing interaction outside of MTJ) and nuclei stained with Draq5 are 
shown in red. Mmp11β interacts extensively with fibronectin in the neural tube (Α), 
but no interaction was detected with laminin (Β). Scale bar is 50 µm. 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Figure 2.12 Schematic illustration of a yeast-two hybrid assay. 
A cartoon summary showing the mechanisms of a yeast two hybrid assay. Two fusion 
proteins (bait and prey), which are plasmids encoding a protein domain from either 
Mmp11 or Timp4 (A and B) are combined in yeast. The bait plasmid contains a 
GAL4 DNA binding domain and binds to the upstream activating sequence (UAS) 
and the prey plasmid contains a GAL4 activation domain. If the two protein domains 
interact then the binding domain and activation domain are brought in close proximity 
to one another. The GAL4 transcription factor is therefore reconstituted and there is 
expression of the down stream reporter gene, resulting in yeast growth on drop-out 
media (Panel A). If there is no protein interaction, then there is no downstream 
reporter gene transcription and no yeast growth (Panel B). However due to misfolding 
there can be non-specific protein-protein interactions resulting in a false positive 
(Panel C). Figure based on ProQuest™ Two-Hybrid System manual (Invitrogen, 
2005).  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expression of selectable reporter genes under control of the Gal4-UAS (Bruckner et 

al., 2009). Thus, the co-transfection of cells with bait and prey plasmids containing 

different domains of the various Timp4 and Mmp11 molecules allows me to 

determine which parts of which proteins are interacting. Whole paralogue proteins 

were not transformed into this system as such interactions would not tell us what type 

of interaction was taking place, and such large multi-domain fusion proteins are less 

likely to fold correctly. All of these assays were repeated in reciprocal tests (i.e. with 

putative interactor A as bait and putative interactor B as prey, and again with putative 

interactor A as prey and putative interactor B as bait) in order to reduce false 

positives.  The results of these assays are shown in Tables 2.2, and summarized in 

Table 3.1. 

The interactions predicted on the basis of known interactions between other TIMPs 

and MMPs, consisting of inhibitory (Mmp11-catalytic domain and Timp4-N terminal 

domain) or modulatory (Mmp11-hemopexin domain and Timp4-C terminal domain), 

are both detected. The two most reproducible interactions, detected in both bait/prey 

arrangements, are a predicted modulatory interaction between Mmp11α-hemopexin 

domain and Timp4β-C terminal domain, and a predicted inhibitory interaction 

between Mmp11β-catalytic domain and Timp4β-N terminal domain. The two 

strongest interactions (i.e. co-transfections that allow yeast to grow under the most 

stringent selective conditions) are a predicted inhibitory interaction between the 

Mmp11β-catalytic domain and Timp4α-N terminal domain, and a predicted 

modulatory interaction between Mmp11β-hemopexin domain and Timp4β-C terminal  

domain, although it should be noted that I could not reproducibly detect these 

interactions in reciprocal configurations. I also detected one weak, non-reciprocal 

modulatory interaction between Mmp11β-hemopexin domain and Timp4α-C terminal 

domain.  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Table 2.2 Interaction strength between the various yeast two-hybrid constructs 
tested.  
The highest interaction strength is “+++” while no growth is shown by “—”, “ND = 
not done”. A 1:5 dilution was completed between each of the three samples.  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 I also detected four interactions between domains that were not expected; the 

hemopexin domains of Mmp11β interacted weakly with the N-terminal domains of 

both Timp4 paralogues, the hemopexin domain of Mmp11α interacted with Timp4α-

N terminal domain and the catalytic domain of Mmp11α and the C-terminal domain 

of  Timp4α. These unexpected interactions were not observed in reciprocal 

configurations, and may represent spurious interactions between misfolded proteins. 

The only interaction I detected between the catalytic domain of Mmp11α and any 

domain of either Timp4 paralogue, was with the Timp4α-C terminal domain. This 

interaction was weak, and is not similar to any known interaction between TIMPs and 

MMPs. However, given the highly divergent sequence and structure of Timp4α's C-

terminal domain, this may represent a biologically significant interaction and it  does 

support the interactions between these molecules detected by PLA.  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Chapter 3  
Discussion 

 Maturation of the myotendinous junction, like all of development, is a 

dynamic process. The fundamental structure and molecular composition of the MTJ 

at 24 hpf is not the same as the MTJ at 48 hpf, which continues to change during 

development until at least 96 hpf. This morphogenetic and biochemical remodelling is 

an ideal context in which to investigate how the regulated activity of MMPs mediate 

the ontogeny of tissue architecture. 

3.0 Ultrastructure of the myotendinous junction changes during development  

 The ultrastructure of the MTJ was described in detail by Charvet et al. (2011). 

My TEMs are consistent with previous descriptions, and underscore the dramatic 

structural changes in the ECM of these load-bearing structures in the zebrafish 

embryo (Fig. 2.8). The MTJ begins to form during the segmentation period (10-24 

hpf), consisting initially of a fibronectin-dominated matrix, which gradually gains a 

poorly defined basal lamina. By 48 hpf the fibronectin fibrils are replaced by 

unorganized transverse collagen fibrils and a laminin-rich basement membrane. As 

maturation continues, the basal laminae becomes even more defined and a much 

higher density of collagen fibrils are present (Fig. 2.8).  These changes 

unquestionably necessitate the carefully regulated activity of matrix-remodelling 

proteases. Previous work has shown that Mmp11 is necessary and sufficient for at 

least one major matrix remodelling event occurring at the MTJ during this 

developmental time (Jenkins et al. 2016), and I have shown that Mmp11 and Timp4 

molecules are present and interacting in this context, strongly suggesting that Timp4 

may regulate this process. 
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3.1 Mmp11 paralogues and Timp4 localize at the myotome boundary in distinct 
but overlapping patterns 

 Mmp11 paralogues and Timp4 localize at the myotome boundary in a 

dynamic pattern during MTJ development. Mmp11α localizes to the myotome 

boundary from 24-48 hpf (Fig. 2.5) and, at high magnification, it appears that the 

protein is largely excluded from the middle of the ECM-rich MTJ (Fig. 2.7). After 

48 hpf, Mmp11α appears to be largely absent from the MTJ but is present 

intracellularly, localizing within the sarcomeres of the skeletal muscle cells, 

specifically in the Z-line.  

 This is not the first MMP to be found intracellularly, but it does raise 

questions as to its role inside of muscle cells. Mouse MMP2 (Hadler-Olsen, 2014) 

and zebrafish Mmp2 (Fallata, 2015) are found in the sarcomeres of myocytes. MMP2 

appears to accumulate in normal skeletal muscle in association with fast twitch type II 

fibres, potentially playing a role in the muscle during physical activity (Hadler-Olsen, 

2014). Mmp2 in zebrafish accumulates in the sarcomeres after they are established 

but, unlike Mmp11α which accumulates in the Z-line (Fig. 2.6), Mmp2 accumulates 

in the M-bands (Fallata, 2015). Localization of MMP-2 in the fast-twitch muscle 

fibres may be important in muscle recovery, as patients report musculoskeletal pain 

after extended use of a broad spectrum MMP inhibitor (Coussens et al., 2002). 

Hadler-Olsen et al. (2015) found that after exercise MMP2 expression and gelatinase 

activity was reduced in mice and humans, but Yeghiazaryan et al., (2012) found 

opposing results, showing an increase of intracellular rat MMP2 expression post 

exercise. These opposing results may be caused by a difference in model organisms 

(rats and humans were used) or because of failure to distinguish between intracellular 

and extracellular MMP2 (Carmeli et al., 2005; Rullman et al., 2009; Carmeli et al., 

2010; Deus et al., 2012). 

  Mmp11α and Mmp11β are likely to be secreted with similar efficiency, given 

that both of their secretory signals are easily recognized by Signal-P (with 
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discrimination scores of 0.783 and 0.716 for Mmp11α and β, respectively) (Petersen 

et al., 2011). Mmp11α appears to be efficiently secreted from 24-48 hpf, as it does not 

accumulate intracellularly. However, after 48 hpf Mmp11α must either not be 

secreted, or it is being taken up by the muscle cells secondarily. The former seems 

more likely, as one would expect proteins taken up through endocytosis to be rapidly 

degraded, rather than released into the cytoplasm, suggesting that one or more 

mechanisms block the secretion of Mmp11α after 48 hpf. If, like Mmp2, this 

intracellular pool of Mmp11α is not entering the secretory pathway, it is likely 

inactive, as the furin pro-protein convertases responsible for Mmp11 activation are 

concentrated in the Golgi apparatus (Mayer et al., 2004). It would be worth subjecting 

both Mmp11 paralogues to the epitope mediated MMP activation assay (Jeffrey and 

Crawford, in preparation) to verify this prediction.  

 The two Mmp11 paralogues have essentially reciprocal localization patterns, 

so throughout MTJ development at least one of the proteins encoded by these 

paralogous genes is always present along the interface between the myotome and the 

MTJ. Mmp11β is found throughout the trunk of the developing zebrafish from 

24-48 hpf. After 48 hpf it begins to localize to the myotome boundaries. Unlike 

Mmp11α, Mmp11β is not found intracellularly, it does however localize in the 

margins of the MTJ, similarly to Mmp11α. Timp4 is also found in the MTJ 

throughout development (Fig. 2.5). However, unlike the Mmp11 paralogues, Timp4 

appears to concentrate in the core of the MTJs, away from the interface with the 

muscle cells. PLAs show that both Mmp11 paralogues are occasionally physically 

close enough to Timp4 molecules to interact, but that this is much more rare than one 

might think based on immunostaining alone. Furthermore, despite the scarcity of 

Timp4 outside of the MTJs, occasional interactions between Mmp11 molecules and 

Timp4 molecules are detectable away from the MTJs. This suggests that, despite their 

concentrations in the MTJs, Mmp11 and Timp4 molecules are largely segregated in 

this context, but that the few Timp4 molecules present outside of the MTJs are often 

able to bind Mmp11 proteins outside of the MTJs. 
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3.2 Sequence analysis and predicted protein structures suggest Mmp11 

paralogues may have distinct substrate specificities, interactions and/or activities 

 Sequence comparisons and predictive protein models of the Mmp11s, while 

showing a great deal of similarity, do illustrate some differences. For example in their 

respective specificity loops, suggesting they may have distinct affinities for different 

substrates and/or interact differentially with TIMPs. The S-loop is thought to play a 

largely structural function (Chris Overall, personal communication), but differences 

in the sequences of the zebrafish Mmp11 paralogues here may have implications 

regarding the stability of enzyme-substrate and/or enzyme inhibitor complexes. This 

S-loop, found in the highly conserved catalytic domain, remains conserved between 

human MMP-11 and Mmp11α, but has three non-conserved amino acid changes in 

Mmp11β. In Mmp11β we see a bulky tryptophan to potentially phosphorylatable 

serine substitution, a polar asparagine to bulky tyrosine and a dramatic proline to 

asparagine substitution. These differences may be affecting substrate specificity and/

or other protein-protein interactions due to changes in the structure. MMPs are 

thought to work their way along fibrous substrates in an 'inchworm-like' fashion, with 

the hinge region allowing the hemopexin domain and catalytic domain to alternately 

bind the substrate (Overall and Butler, 2007). Thus the striking difference in the 

length of the hinge regions of the two zebrafish Mmp11 paralogues might 

significantly impact the spacing of Mmp11-mediated cleavage sites in their respective 

substrates. 

 The predictive models of the two Timp4 paralogues show less similarity. The 

C-terminal domains of the Timp4 paralogues are quite divergent, and even the more 

conserved N-terminal domains are quite distinct, with the α paralog exhibiting more 

extensively ordered beta sheets.  The N-terminal domain of Timp4α also has a highly 

charged seven residue insert that is missing from the β sequence, suggesting that it 

may exhibit significantly different binding specificity.  Consistent with this, the N-

terminal domain of Timp4α interacts strongly with the catalytic domain of Mmp11β 
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in yeast two hybrid assays, but not at all with the catalytic domain of Mmp11α. 

Alternatively, this insert may be responsible for the unexpected interaction between 

the N-terminal Timp4α domain (which is expected to interact exclusively with the 

catalytic domains of MMPs) and the hemopexin domains of both Mmp11 paralogues. 

 The C-terminal domain of Timp4β is more similar to the human sequence than 

to that of Timp4α, and consistent with this, it interacts with the hemopexin domains 

of both Mmp11 paralogues as expected. The more divergent Timp4α-C terminal 

domain has proven technically  difficult to test in the yeast two-hybrid, and therefore 

only two potential interactions have been tested.   

 3.3 Mmp11 and Timp4 paralogues show evidence of subfunctionalization 

 Having confirmed that Mmp11 and Timp4 molecules interact in vivo via PLAs 

(Fig. 2.10), and examining their structure through molecular models (Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 

2.2) I used a yeast two-hybrid (Table 3.1) to ask what domains are capable of forming 

stable interactions. I detected only two interactions that were consistently 

reproducible in both bait and prey configurations, between the hemopexin domain of 

Mmp11α and the C-terminal domain of Timp4β, and between Mmp11β-catalytic 

domain and Timp4β-N terminal domain.    

 Based on other studies of MMP-TIMP interactions (reviewed in Brew and 

Nagase, 2010) the interaction between Mmp11α-hemopexin domain and Timp4β-C 

terminal domain is more likely involved in bringing Mmp11α into a complex with 

other molecules than directly inhibiting its proteolytic activity. Mmp11α co-localizes 

with Timp4 in the myotome at the beginning of myotome boundary development, and 

therefore may be important during myotome maturation. As discussed previously 

Mmp11 does not degrade any of the major ECM proteins in vitro, so this interaction 

may be important for activating or inhibiting other MMPs via TIMP-mediated 

processes. Alternatively, this interaction with Timp4 may mediate Mmp11-dependent 

hydrolysis of fibronectin or other ECM substrates that is not detected in vitro due to 

the absence of Timp4 in these assays.  
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Table 3.1 Summary of yeast interactions (bait X prey / prey X bait).  
Cat: catalytic domain, Hx: hemopexin domain. Predicted inhibitory interactions are 
highlighted in red. Predicted modulatory interactions are highlighted in purple. 
Unexpected interactions are shaded grey. Bait x prey constructs are read left to right, 
followed by a slash and then prey x bait constructs.  

 Although I was only able to detect this interaction in one configuration, the 

interaction between Mmp11β-hemopexin domain and Timp4β-C terminal domain 

may be of a similar nature. During the entire duration of myotome development the 

Timp4β may be interacting with either Mmp11α or Mmp11β via its C-terminal 

domain, as the two Mmp11 paralogues have reciprocal localization patterns. The 

hemopexin domains of both Mmp11 paralogues share 67% identity (Fig. 2.1) and are 

likely very structurally similar (Fig. 2.2). Given that these interactions between the 

hemopexin domains of the Mmp11s and the C-terminal domains of the Timp4s are 

not likely to be inhibitory, and appear to occur as often outside of the MTJs as within, 

Timp4 might also serve to chaperone Mmp11 to the MTJ, releasing it as it enters. 

 In contrast, it is likely that the interaction between Mmp11β-catalytic domain 

and the Timp4β-N terminal domain is an inhibitory interaction. Mmp11β co-localizes 

with Timp4 later in development, after the MTJs have already formed. This inhibitory 

interaction may therefore be necessary in preventing Mmp11β from breaking down 

any MTJ components while localizing in the MTJ.  

 Similarly, the interaction between Mmp11β-catalytic domain and Timp4α-N 

terminal domain, is likely an inhibitory interaction. Mmp11β co-localizes with Timp4 

at the myotome boundary later in development, and therefore may be important in 

myotome maintenance. Timp4 is potentially inhibiting Mmp11β activity in the core of 

the MTJ, restricting Mmp11β activity to the periphery where laminin and the laminin 

Timp4α-N Timp4α-C Timp4β-N Timp4β-C

Mmp11α-Cat -/- -/+ -/- -/-

Mmp11α-Hx -/+ -/- -/- +/+

Mmp11β-Cat ++/- -/- +/+ -/-

Mmp11β-Hx +/- -/+ -/+ ++/-
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receptor might reside. As localization of Mmp11β to the MTJ occurs after MTJ 

formation, rather then during development. It is also particularly interesting that we 

see both paralogues of Mmp11 and Timp4 interacting with one another, but in distinct 

ways. These differences may reflect functional diversification of both sets so that they 

are not lost to pseudogenization.  

 Mmp11β is also physically close enough to interact with fibronectin during 

development (Fig. 2.10, panel E and Fig. 2.11) and may therefore be playing a role in 

its degradation during the fibronectin to laminin switch. During this switch, laminin 

polymerization is necessary for Mmp11 localization, which is in turn is necessary for 

fibronectin degradation (Jenkins et al. 2016). However, both mouse MMP11 and 

human MMP-11 are not able to degrade laminin, fibronectin, collagen or elastin in 

vitro (Pei et al., 1994; Noel et al., 1995). One plausible explanation for this apparent 

paradox could be that the MMP11 cut sites in fibronectin are only exposed when it is 

under mechanical load, which would not be detected by simply incubating fibronectin 

with MMP11 in vitro. 

 When 175 amino acids are removed from the carboxyl end of the mouse 

MMP11 protein (which represents a loss of almost the entire hemopexin domain), it 

gains the ability to degrade laminin, type IV collagen and the milk protein casein 

(Noel et al., 1995). So another explanation for the inability of MMP-11 to degrade 

fibronectin in vitro may be its dependence on co-factor(s) that bind the hemopexin 

domain, and facilitate its interaction with substrates. TIMP-4 may be just such a co-

factor.  

 Interestingly, human MMP-11 contains an alanine at position 235, whereas for 

many other MMPs, including mouse MMP11 and both Mmp11 paralogues in 

zebrafish, a proline occurs in this position. After removal of the hemopexin domain, 

mutagenesis of human MMP-11-A235P grants it the ability to degrade laminin and 

type IV collagen, similar to mouse MMP-11 lacking its hemopexin domain (Noel et 

al., 1995). Without this A235P switch, human MMP-11 does not exhibit this 

behaviour. The crystal structure of mouse MMP11 shows that residue 235 is involved 
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in a turn flanking the active site of the MMP and is therefore likely important in 

substrate interaction (Pan et al., 2003). This might mean that the inability of human 

MMP-11 to detectably degrade fibronectin in vitro is simply due to its impaired 

catalytic efficiency, and that stromelysin-3 homologues from other species, including 

zebrafish, do not have this limitation.   

 MMP-11 can cleave insulin-like growth factor-binding protein-1, α2-

macroglobulin and α1-proteinase inhibitor (a member of the serpin family) in vitro 

(Pei et al., 1994; Manes et al., 1997). Because MMP-11 is able to rapidly degrade α1-

proteinase inhibitor, it is speculated to act as a serpin regulator (Pei et al., 1994). 

MMP11 is also able to degrade the 67 kD laminin receptor precursor found in 

Xenopus laevis tadpoles during intestinal metamorphosis (Amano et al., 2005a). In 

vitro MMP11 cleaves the 67 kD laminin receptor at the transmembrane domain and 

laminin binding sequence, which are both conserved in human 67 kD laminin 

receptor precursor (Amano et al., 2005). Therefore, the Mmp11-dependent 

degradation of fibronectin at the MTJ (Jenkins et al., 2016) may be due to the indirect 

activity of Mmp11, either by removing the inhibitor of another protease, or by 

activating the expression of another protease through the cleavage of the 67 kD 

laminin receptor. 

 Membrane type I MMP (a.k.a MT1-MMP, MMP-14) could be playing a role 

here, as MMP-14 is able to degrade fibronectin (Takino, 2007). MMP-11 is a 

substrate of MMP-14 (Buache, 2014), suggesting a possible negative feedback loop. 

In addition, zebrafish Mmp14α localizes to the MTJ between 24-48 hpf (Janssens, 

2014; our unpublished observations). It would be interesting to use an MMP-14 

inhibitor to knockdown Mmp14 activity in zebrafish and see if this affects fibronectin 

degradation during development. 

  Although spurious interactions resulting from misfolded proteins do occur in 

yeast two hybrid assays, the implications of the weak, non-reciprocal interactions 

between Mmp11α-hemopexin domain and Timp4α-N terminal domain are worth 

considering. If these interactions are representative of interactions that occur in vivo, 
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this would significantly alter our understanding of the biochemistry of MMPs and 

TIMPs. I would start this investigation by identifying the important residues 

mediating these interactions by site directed mutagenesis, and follow that up with in 

vivo studies to determine if expressed proteins bearing mutations that perturb these 

interactions have biologically significant effects, for example in rescue experiments. 

 Interestingly, there were a few interactions that I would have predicted to take 

place that did not. This could also mean that the interactions taking place between 

Mmp11 and Timp4 paralogues are less promiscuous than are generally thought of 

these molecules. 

3.4 Conclusions 

 Matrix metalloproteinases, discovered for their ability to degrade the 

otherwise proteolytically resistant extracellular matrix (Gross and Lapiere, 1962), are 

now recognized as having the ability to do much more. They play many roles as 

regulatory proteases and can cleave intracellular substrates (Cauwe and Opdenakker, 

2010). They are involved in both embryonic development and the homeostasis of 

healthy adult tissue architecture, as well as reproduction, and wound healing (Lu et 

al., 2011). They also play devastating roles in many diseases, such as cancer, vascular 

diseases and autoimmune disorders (Apte and Parks, 2015).  

  Because of its localization and abundance during the formation and 

maturation of the MTJ, Mmp11 likely plays an important role in both the 

development and maintenance of the myotome boundary and may also play a role in 

muscular dystrophy, potentially by degrading  fibronectin. Fibronectin removal is 

critical for the maturation of the MTJ, and excess fibronectin contributes to Duchenne 

muscular dystrophy (Martin, 2014). Therefore if Mmp11 is involved in the 

degradation of fibronectin, it would have a direct link to this disease. Removal of 

fibronectin is also important for the completion of wound healing and regeneration 

(Stoffels et al., 2013), adding to the importance of understanding mechanisms of 

fibronectin down regulation. 
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 I set out to determine if Mmp11 and Timp4 proteins co-localize during 

development, if this co-localization takes place in such a way that the paralogues are 

physically close enough to interact and what potential type of interaction takes place 

between the paralogues. I determined through immunostaining that Mmp11α and 

Mmp11β localize with Timp4 during MTJ development in zebrafish, but in a 

temporally reciprocal fashion. Using proximity ligation assays, I showed that Mmp11 

molecules are sometimes (but surprisingly infrequently) physically close enough to 

interact with Timp4 and fibronectin during MTJ development both in and outside of 

the MTJ. Finally, my results lead to a model in which there is a classical inhibitory 

interaction occurring between Timp4α and Mmp11β, whereas Timp4β acts by binding 

the hemopexin domains of both Mmp11 paralogues, and possibly mediating their 

assembly in to complexes of unknown function (Fig. 3.1) 

 Taken together it seems likely that Mmp11 and Timp4 both play roles in MTJ 

development in the zebrafish embryo. I suggest that Timp4β may be chaperoning 

Mmp11 to the MTJ, while Timp4α may be acting as a more conventional inhibitor of 

Mmp11 activity. At the MTJ, Timp4 is sequestered in the middle multi-layered 

structure, while Mmp11 works in the periphery. This suggests excess Mmp11 activity 

might be blocked by the release of Timp4 from the middle of the MTJ due to 

degradation of matrix molecules holding it there. There is still obviously much more 

work to be completed to determine what roles Mmp11 has during the MTJ formation, 

but gleaning new data about where and when these paralogues localize, as well as 

their potential interactions during zebrafish development, has opened exciting new 

avenues, and put some clear constraints on the possibilities, that I hope will help 

increase our understanding of what roles these proteinases play during embryogenesis 

and their potential roles in disease pathways.  
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Figure 3.1 Summary of interactions detected using PLAs and the yeast two-
hybrid.  
Summary of interactions detected by using PLAs and the yeast two-hybrid between 
both Mmp11 paralogues and Timp4 paralogues. Cat: Catalytic domain, Hemo: 
Hemopexin domain, N: N-terminal domain, C: C-terminal domain. The box in the 
middle shows the PLA interactions, of both Mmp11α and Mmp11β interacting with 
Timp4. Solid double arrows show four strongest interactions detected by the yeast 
two-hybrid; Mmp11β-Catalytic domain and Timp4α-N terminal domain, Mmp11α-
Hemopexin domain and Timp4β, as well as Mmp11β and Timp4β.  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Appendix A 
A.1 Co-localization of Mmp11α and Timp4 using Tg(HSP:mmp11-GFP) embryos 
  
 The purpose of this experiment was to assess the co-localization of Mmp11α 

and Timp4 using a transgenic line of zebrafish. Co-immunostains using either 

antibodies against Mmp11 and our Timp4 antibody are technically difficult due to 

both antibodies being raised in the same host species. I hoped to circumvent this 

using a Tg(hsp70:mmp11-GFP) zebrafish (a generous gift from Dr. Henry) express a 

chimeric protein with GFP fused to the carboxyl end of Mmp11α (Jenkins, 2011), and 

mouse antibodies against GFP. I was able to examine the distribution of Mmp11α 

with respect to Timp4 at the myotome boundaries, to the extent that the accumulation 

of this fusion protein can be assumed to exhibit the same distribution as the native 

molecule (Fig. A.1). This immunostain shows co-localization of Mmp11α (green) and 

Timp4 (red) at the myotome boundary. 

 Although both Mmp11α and Timp4 at the myotome are clear in this 

immunostain, it is not more clear then the two separate immunostains already 

completed. We therefore decided not to include these data in my analysis. 

Materials and Methods 

 36 hpf embryos were collected, dechronionated using fine forceps, heat 

shocked at 37°C for one hour and fixed when Mmp11::eGFP became localized, 

approximately 7-10 hours after heat shock. Embryos are fixed overnight in Dent’s 

solution (80% methanol, 20% dimethy sulfoxide (DMSO)) at 4°C. Fixative was 

removed by three fifteen minute washes with PBSTx (0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS (140 

mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCL, 20 mM PO4)). Samples were blocked in blocking buffer 

(5% BSA in PBSTx) overnight at 4°C, incubated with primary antibodies (mouse 

anti-GFP (Roche, catalogue #11814460001) and anti-Timp4 (AnaSpec catalogue 

#55501), diluted 1:500 in blocking buffer overnight at 4°C. Unbound primary was 

removed through three fifteen minute washes with PBSTx. Samples where then 

incubated overnight at 4°C with secondary antibody (goat anti-rabbit Alexa-488 
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(Invitrogen) and goat anti-mouse Alexa-633), diluted 1:1000 in blocking buffer. 

Unbound secondary was removed by three fifteen minute washes with PBSTx, and 

embryos were mounted and imaged using Lecia SP2 laser scanning confocal 

microscope fitted with 20x 0.7NA and 63x 1.4NA water immersion objectives. 

Figure A.1  Mmp11α co-localizes with Timp4 at the myotome boundary  
Trunk of a 36 hpf Tg(HSP:mmp11-GFP) embryo after being heat shocked for one 
hour at 37°C and then immunostained with anti-Timp4(red) and anti-GFP (green). 
AntiGFP shows where Mmp11α protein localizes, due to over expression it is hard to 
show only myotome boundary localization, but it is clear that Mmp11α and Timp4 
overlap. 

A.2 Zenon Immunostaining showing co-localization  
 Zenon immunostaining is a technique used to co-immunostain with two 

primary antibodies that have been raised against the same host species, in our case 

rabbit. This works by binding "Zenon fragments" (fluorophore labeled F'ab 

fragments) to primary antibodies (Molecular Probes Inc, 2003). Individual primary 

antibodies can be pre-complexed with different zenon fragments, and then used as 

direct labels with different wavelengths in co-immunostaining.  

 Zenon Immunostaining 
 Staged embryos were collected, manually dechronionated and fixed overnight 

in Dent’s (80% methanol and 20% DMSO) at 4°C. Fixative was removed with three 

fifteen minute washes with PBSTx (0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS (0.14 M NaCl, 

0.0027 M KCL, 0.02 M PO4), and samples were then blocked in blocking buffer (5% 
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BSA in PBSTx) overnight at 4°C. Zenon probes were made using 1 µg of both 

primary antibody (anti-Mmp11α, anti-Mmp11β, anti-Timp4) and either Zenon rabbit 

IgG labeling reagent Alexa Fluor® 488 or 546 (Thermofisher), which were incubated 

at room temperature for five minutes. 5 µl of Zenon blocking reagent was added and 

left to incubate at room temperature for five minutes before being diluted 1:50 in 

blocking buffer. Embryos were incubated for a maximum of two hours at 37°C, 

washed three times for fifteen minutes in PBSTx to remove any non-bound 

secondary, and post fixed for fifteen minutes in 4% formaldehyde. Embryos were 

mounted and imaged using Lecia SP2 laser scanning confocal microscope.   

Figure A.2 Mmp11α and Timp4 co-localize at the MTJ in the developing 
zebrafish   
Zenon immunostaining of Mmp11α and Timp4 at the myotome boundary in 48hpf 
zebrafish embryos. Panel A shows Mmp11α in green and Timp4 in red co-localizing 
at the myotome boundary. Panel B shows similar co-localization at a higher 
magnification for Mmp11α and Timp4 at the myotome boundary.  
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Appendix B  
Predicted protein modelling outputs 
 Structural predictions for the Mmp11 paralogues were generated by 

submitting sequences of interest into RaptorX protein prediction software (http://

raptorx.uchicago.edu/), which then chooses similar protein sequences from the 

protein database, and the provides a model and output (Fig. B.1 and Fig. B.2). The P-

value is the likelihood of the model being only as good as a completely random-

generated model. A P-value less then 10-3 is considered good. The score is a number 

that falls between 0, the worst possible score, and the length of the sequence its self. 

The uGDT/GDT is a measure of the overall quality of the predicted model. For a 

protein model with more then 100 residues a uGDT of >50 is good, although a model 

with a uGDT >50 and GDT <50 indicates only a portion of the entire predicted 

structure is likely a good prediction. The uSeqID/SeqID is the last indicator of protein 

quality, the uSeqID being the number of identical residues. A SeqID of >30% when 

the protein has more then 200 residues indicates a correct fold.  

Table B.1 RaptorX Output for Mmp11α protein modeling  
Outputs for two sequences chosen to base the predictive protein model for Mmp11α. 
The two sequence lengths are 450 aa and 165 aa. 

Table B.2 RaptorX output for Mmp11β protein modeling 
Outputs for sequences chosen to base the predictive protein model for Mmp11β. The 
sequence lengths are 450 aa, 368 aa, 365 aa, 367 aa, 165 aa.  

Template Rank P-value Score uGDT/GDT uSeqID/
SeqID

1SU3A 1 5.0E-27 358 300/76 134/34

1HV5A 2 8.0E-11 146 60/37 45/28

Template Rank P-value Score uGDT/GDT uSeqID/
SeqID

1SU3A 1 3.8E-26 360 255/65 112/28

4FUA 2 5.4E-23 317 214/60 90/25

3BA0A 3 1.3E-22 312 213/60 91/26

Template 
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Table B.3 Sequence identity of structural templates compared to zebrafish 
paralogues determined used Custal Omega.

 Predictive protein modelling for the Timp4 paralogues was completed by 

submitting sequence of interest into SWISS-Model protein prediction software 

(https://swissmodel.expas), which then identifies structural templates, makes 

alignments and builds a model and output (Table B.4 and Table B.5). The GMQE 

(Global Model Quality Estimation) is a number between 0-1 which expresses the 

reflective accuracy of a model, with higher numbers being more reliable. The 

QMEAN is a score for the local and global model quality, higher numbers indicate 

higher reliability.   

  

2CLTA 4 2.9E-22 307 213/60 96/27

1HV5A 5 2.3E-10 145 49/30 34/21

Rank P-value Score uGDT/GDT uSeqID/
SeqID

Template 

Sequence Mmp11α Mmp11β 

1SU3 33.79 33.64

1HV5 72.73 64.24

2CLT 37.78 36.29

3BA0 35.46 37.64
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Table B.4 SWISS-MODEL output for Timp4α predictive protein model 
SWISS-Model outputs for Timp4α predictive protein model, showing a decent 
GMQE sore but a low QMEAN score. 

Table B.5 SWISS-MODEL output for Timp4α predictive protein model 
SWISS-Model outputs for Timp4α predictive protein model, showing a decent 
GMQE sore but a low QMEAN score. 

GMQE 0.60

QMEAN -3.85

Cβ -0.70

All Atom -1.40

Solvation -1.42

Torsion -3.36

Template 4ilw

Sequence Identity 39.13%

GMQE 0.64

QMEAN -4.24

Cβ -1.59

All Atom -2.85

Solvation -1.66

Torsion -3.31

Template 1GXD

Sequence Identity 44.92%
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Table B.6 Sequence identity of structural templates compared to zebrafish 
paralogues determined used Custal Omega. 

Secretion Likelihood  
I used Signal-P to determine how similar the secretion efficiency of Mmp11 
paralogues may be (Fig. B.4 and Fig. B.5). Signal P scores suggest that they would be 
sequenced similarly Signal-P determined that both of these paralogues are likely to be 
efficiently secreted, based the D-score (secreted proteins should have scores above 
0.450) (Klee and Ellis, 2005).  

Figure B. 4 Signal-P output for Mmp11α 
Signal-P output for Mmp11α, showing a D-score of 0.783, well above the 0.450 
cutoff for secreted proteins, showing that it is likely that Mmp11α is secreted 
efficiently.   

Sequences Timp4α Timp4β 

4ILW 34.15 42.63

1GXD 19.26 18.36
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Figure B.5  Signal P output for Mmp11β 
Signal-P output for Mmp11α, showing a D-score of 0.716, well above the 0.450 
cutoff for secreted proteins, showing that it is likely that Mmp11β is secreted 
efficiently.   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Appendix C 
Yeast two-hybrid Construct Sequencing 

Constructs were sent to Robarts Research (http://www.robarts.ca/london-regional-

genomics-centre) and sequencing were then aligned with reference sequences using 

Clustal Omega (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo/).  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Figure C.1 Sequence alignment of Mmp11α-Catalytic Domain found in the Bait plasmid 
Sequence alignment, using Clustal Omega, aligning Mmp11α-Catalytic domain in the Bait 
plasmid to the reference sequence Mmp11α-Catalytic domain template. Red shows primers, blue 
shows sequence outside of desired construct and green shows Bait plasmid back bone. Construct: 
Sequencing from Robarts, Sequence: Domain of interest/reference sequence.  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Figure C.2 Sequence alignment of Mmp11α-Catalytic Domain found in the Prey plasmid 
Sequence alignment, using Clustal Omega, aligning Mmp11α-Catalytic domain in the Prey 
plasmid to the reference sequence Mmp11α-Catalytic domain template, reading frame checked. 
Red shows primers, blue shows sequence outside of desired construct and green shows Prey 
plasmid back bone. Construct: Sequencing from Robarts, Sequence: Domain of interest/reference 
sequence.  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Figure C.3 Sequence alignment of Mmp11α-Hemopexin Domain found in the Bait plasmid 
Sequence alignment, using Clustal Omega, aligning Mmp11α-Hemopexin domain in the Bait 
plasmid to the reference sequence Mmp11α-Hemopexin domain template. Red shows primers, 
blue shows sequence outside of desired construct. Construct: Sequencing from Robarts, Sequence: 
Domain of interest/reference sequence. 
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Figure C.4 Sequence alignment of Mmp11α-Hemopexin Domain found in the Prey plasmid 

Sequence alignment, using Clustal Omega, aligning Mmp11α-Hemopexin domain in the Prey 
plasmid to the reference sequence Mmp11α-Hemopexin domain template, reading frame checked. 
Red showing primers, blue showing sequence outside. Construct: Sequencing from Robarts, 
Sequence: Domain of interest/reference sequence. 
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Figure C.5 Sequence alignment of Mmp11β-Catalytic Domain found in the Bait plasmid   
Sequence alignment, using Clustal Omega, aligning Mmp11β-Catalytic domain in the Bait 
plasmid to the reference sequence Mmp11β-Catalytic domain template, reading frame checked. 
Red showing primers, blue showing sequence outside, green showing Bait plasmid back bone, 
and orange showing two codon changes. The two changes are a threonine to alanine change and a 
glutamine change to cystine change. Construct: Sequencing from Robarts, Sequence: Domain of 
interest/reference sequence.  
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Figure C.6 Sequence alignment for Mmp11β-Catalytic domain found in the Prey plasmid 
Sequence alignment, using Clustal Omega, aligning Mmp11β-Catalytic domain in the Prey 
plasmid to the reference sequence Mmp11β-Catalytic domain template, reading frame is displayed 
by one frame-shift. This causes one asparagine to tyrosine change. Red shows primers, blue 
shows sequence outside, green shows Bait plasmid back bone, and orange showing two codon 
changes. The two changes are a threonine to alanine change and a glutamine to a leucine change. 
Construct: Sequencing from Robarts, Sequence: Domain of interest/reference sequence.  
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Figure C.7 Sequence alignment for Mmp11β-Hemopexin domain found in the Bait plasmid  
Sequence alignment, using Clustal Omega, aligning Mmp11β-Hemopexin domain in the Bait 
plasmid to the reference sequence Mmp11β-Hemopexin domain template. There are no codon 
changes, which causes a stop codon to a glutamate and a serine to a proline. Red showing primers, 
blue showing sequence outside, green showing Bait plasmid, and orange showing two codon 
changes, that do not change the amino acid. Construct: Sequencing from Robarts, Sequence: 
Domain of interest/reference sequence.  
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Figure C.8 Sequence alignment for Mmp11β-Hemopexin found in the Prey plasmid 
Sequence alignment, using Clustal Omega, aligning Mmp11β-Hemopexin domain in the Prey 
plasmid to the reference sequence Mmp11β-Hemopexin domain template. Red showing primers, 
blue showing sequence outside, green showing prey plasmid, and orange showing codon changes. 
There are four codon changes, a serine to phenylalanine, glycine to leucine, leucine to alanine and 
an isoleucine to threonine change. Construct: Sequencing from Robarts, Sequence: Domain of 
interest/reference sequence.  
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Figure C.9 Sequence alignment for Timp4α-N terminal domain found in the Bait plasmid   
Sequence alignment, using Clustal Omega, aligning Timp4α-N terminal domain in the Bait 
plasmid to the reference sequence Timp4α-N domain template. Red shows primers, blue shows 
sequence outside, green shows Bait plasmid, and orange showing codon changes. There are 
eleven codon changes that change an amino acid; a alanine to isoleucine, arginine to histidine, 
leucine to asparagine, threonine to arginine, glutamate to alanine, leucine to methionine, aspartic 
acid to glutamate, lucine to a stop codon, glutamate to proline, proline to glutamate and isoleucine 
to serine. Construct: Sequencing from Robarts, Sequence: Domain of interest/reference sequence.  
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Figure C.10 Sequence alignment for Timp4α-N terminal domain found in the Prey plasmid   
Sequence alignment, using Clustal Omega, aligning Timp4α-N terminal domain in the Prey 
plasmid to the reference sequence Timp4α-N domain template. Red shows primers, blue shows 
sequence outside, green shows Bait plasmid, and orange showing codon changes. There are 
fifteen codon changes that change an amino acid; a glycine to aspartic acid, glutamate to 
glutamine, leucine to isoleucine, methionine to valine, leucine to glycine, glutamate to glycine, 
aspartic acid to glutamate, tyrosine to aspartic acid, phenylalanine to leucine, glycine to alanine, 
alanine to glycine, leucine to glutamate, proline to glutamate, serine to alanine and leucine to 
isoleucine. Construct: Sequencing from Robarts, Sequence: Domain of interest/reference 
sequence.  
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Figure C.11 Sequence alignment for Timp4α-C terminal domain found in the Bait plasmid 
Sequence alignment, using Clustal Omega, aligning Timp4α-C terminal domain in the Bait 
plasmid to the reference sequence Timp4α-C terminal domain template. Red shows the primers 
and the orange shows codon changes.    
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Figure C.12 Sequence alignment for Timp4α-C terminal domain found in the Prey plasmid     
Sequence alignment, using Clustal Omega, aligning Timp4α-C terminal domain in the Prey 
plasmid to the reference sequence Timp4α-C terminal domain template. Red shows primers and 
orange showing codon changes.  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Figure C.13 Sequence alignment for Timp4β-N terminal domain found in the Bait plasmid 
Sequence alignment, using Clustal Omega, aligning Timp4β-N  terminal domain in the Bait 
plasmid to the reference sequence Timp4β -C terminal domain template. Red shows primers and 
orange shows a condon changes. There is a serine to arginine, a tyrosine to histidine and a cystine 
to arginine switch. This sequence also has a frameshift mutation, and it now no longer represents 
the Timp4α-C terminal domain.   
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Figure C.14 Sequence alignment for Timp4β-N terminal domain found in the Prey plasmid  
Sequence alignment, using Clustal Omega, aligning Timp4β-N terminal domain in the Prey 
plasmid to the reference sequence Timp4β-N domain template, there is no reading frame shift. 
Red shows primers, blue shows sequence outside of predicted construct, green shows Prey 
plasmid, and orange shows codon changes. There are four codon changes, only one resulting in a 
amino acid change from valine to glycine. Construct: Sequencing from Robarts, Sequence: 
Domain of interest/reference sequence.  
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Figure C.15 Sequence alignment for Timpβ-C terminal domain found in the Bait plasmid  
Sequence alignment, using Clustal Omega, aligning Timp4β-C terminal domain in the Bait 
plasmid to the reference sequence Timp4β-C domain template, there is no reading frame shift. 
Red shows primers, blue shows sequence outside of predicted construct, green shows Bait 
plasmid. Construct: Sequencing from Robarts, Sequence: Domain of interest/reference sequence.  
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Figure C.15 Sequence alignment for Timpβ-C terminal domain found in the Prey plasmid  
Sequence alignment, using Clustal Omega, aligning Timp4β-C terminal domain in the Prey 
plasmid to the reference sequence Timp4β-C domain template. Red shows primers, blue shows 
sequence outside of predicted construct, green shows Prey plasmid. Construct: Sequencing from 
Robarts, Sequence: Domain of interest/reference sequence.  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